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meetings with Belmont, Tech -13
•MSU tennis hits road
for match with Illinois -14
Murray, KY 42071

Consignment
sale begins
three-day stay
at CFSB Center
By AUSTIN FUUWSEY
Staff Writer
The
Kentucky
Kids
Consignment Sale event kicked
off in Murray Thursday morning to what organizers called
huge crowds.
The three-day consignment
shopping experience brings
crowds from across the Jackson
Purchase Region to the CFSB
Center at Murray State
University.
Organizers with the sale pack
out the upper deck of the CFSB
Center with great deals on children's clothing and toys - all at
discounted prices set by the
original owners thenfselves.
Sale owner Jennifer Upton,
who is a mother herself, started
the sale in August 2004 when
her twin boys were only 9
months old. Upton said she
understands the struggle to
keep growing children clothed
and happy on an often tight
budget, especially in the wake
of an economic recession.
Upton is originally from
Elizabethtown, but her husband
is from Mayfield. The couple
wanted to provide the consignment sale in both cities twice a
season - one in the spring and
the other in the fall. That way,
Upton said, parents can do all
their seasonal shopping at one
place and at one time, at great
deals.
About 300 families regularly

III See Page 3

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
Calloway County fans hold their hands up in anticipation of a free throw Thursday night during the Lakers' game with Knott County
Central
in the Boys Sweet 16 at Rupp Arena in Lexington. The Lakers delivered several clutch charity tosses, particularly in the second overtime,
as CCHS earned its first-ever victory in a boys state tournament. The Lakers will play Bowling Green tonight in the quarterfinals. See full
story on Page 13.

Playhouse presents 'Diary of Anne Frank'
Audiences invited to
watch classic story of
survival, human spirit

Teach us to number our
days, that we may gain a
heart of wisdom.
Psalms 90:12

By HAWIONS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
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HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
Several members of the cast of 'The Diary of Anne Frank" are pictured in a scene from the play. Pictured,
from left, are Wendy Waltrip as Anne Frank, Madison Pardy as Margot Frank and Chris and Bridget poor as
Otto and Edith Frank.

Starting tonight, Playhouse in the Park will
present "The Diary of Anne Frank."
The play is based on the book "Anne Frank:
The Diary of a Young Girl." Frank and her family hid in an annex above her father's business
for two years after Nazi Germany invaded the
Netherlands,their home country. and Frank kept
a diary throughout her time there. The diary was
discovered by Miep Gies, who was one of the
people who helped hide Frank's family and four
other Jews during World War II.
Gies gave the diary to Frank's father, Otto,
after the war, and it was first published in
Europe in 1947 and became an internationally
acclaimed sensation after the English translation was released in 1952.
"It really is a story of hope, despite the horrible things that were going on around them,"
said Don Fleming, a Playhouse veteran who is
directing the production. "She remains positive
throughout the whole thing, and she really
grows from the beginning to the end."
Fleming said Frank starts the play by being
excited at the prospect of "camping" in the
annex with her family and the people who have
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WEATHER
a high near 61. North wind 5 to
7 mph.
Monday

Night:

67

Tuesday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 61. East southeast

47

wind around 6 mph.
Tuesday

Daly Forecast
The National Weather Service
Friday: Cloudy, with a high
near 59. Northwest wind 3 to 7
mph.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 42. Calm
wind.
Saturday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 67. Light and
variable wind.
Saturday Night: Mostly
„acloudy, with a low around 47.
.Calm wind.
Sunday: Partly sunny, with
a high near 64. East northeast
iwind 3 to 7 mph.
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chance of showers. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 49.
South southwest wind 6 to 9
mph becoming northwest after
midnight.
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showers. Partly sunny, with a
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high near 61. North northwest
wind 6 to 8 mph.

State lawmakers work on heroin bill
FRANKFORT,Ky.(API — House and Senate negotiators met for
about two hours Thursday but didn't reach agreement on a bill that
would battle the state's growing heroin problem.
Senate Republicans want to increase penalties for anyone found
with any amount of heroin. But House Democrats only want to
increase penalties for people arrested with more than 60 grams of
heroin.
Senators argue the increased penalties will keep drug dealers off
the street and make it harder for people to get heroin. But House
members say the only thing that would do is fill up the state's pris:ons and increase costs.
Lawmakers have until midnight on Tuesday to pass a bill. Heroin
overdose deaths in Kentucky have jumped nearly 1,000 percent
since 2011.
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AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times

THE BUILD BEGINS; Construction is underway on the press box at Reagan Baseball Field on the campus of Murray State
University this week. The old press box completed in 1988 was torn down earlier this year.

•Playhouse presents 'Anne Frank'...
From Front

involved in Frank's story, but "It broke my heart that I had to
she also found it somewhat easy turn down so many people
joined
them
in
hiding.
to slip into the role because she because so many people audiEventually, the reality of their
identifies with Frank so closely. tioned so well, but I chose who I
situation starts to settle in, even
She said she shares many of thought was going to work best,
though their contact with the
Frank's interests, most notably and they've all come together
outside world is relatively limitwriting and acting.
despite the weather, Mother
ed, he said.
Waltrip said she first read Nature's alternative plans.
Wendy Waltrip, 16, has been Frank's diary
when she was in They've worked hard and
active at Playhouse for most of fifth grade, but it
didn't connect they've stepped up to the chalher life and plays her most dra- with her tintil she read it
again lenge, and the show's really
matic role to date with the char- more recently.
come together. I'm excited for
acter of Anne Frank. She said it
"I hated it the first time I read people to see it."
has been challenging playing it; it was so boring for me,"
Fleming added that the crew
the complicated emotions Waltrip said. "And now, this has also been terrific
to work
time, I loved it. I guess growing with, and their work on everyup a little and being the age that thing from the sets to the cosshe was helped, although I am a tumes has been top-notch.
little older."
Holly Bloodworth,chair of the
FOWaltrip said she has loved Playhouse's
Education
working with the rest of the cast, Committee, said several schools
and Fleming said they were cho- — both inside and outside of
sen from a large group of very Calloway County — would be
good actors.
attending performances of the
"I had a lot of people audition play. In conjunction with the
for this play, and I had to choose performance, the Education
very carefully," Fleming said. Committee has also arranged for
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Holocaust survivor Fred Gross
to visit Murray next week to
speak at several public events.
Gross and his family fled his
home country of Belgium when
he was 3, and he now lives in
Louisville.
In 2009, he published a memoir titled "One Step Ahead of
Hitler: A
Jewish Child's
Journey Through France."
Gross will speak first at the
Calloway
County
Public
Library at 6:30 p.m. Monday.
On Tuesday, he will appear at
Murray Middle School in the
morning and Calloway County
Middle School in the afternoon,
Bloodworth said. Also on
Tuesday, Gross will be dining
with the "Anne Frank" cast.

Performances start tonight and
will run through March 29.
Show times are 7 p.m. Fridays
and Saturdays and at 2:30 p.m.
Sundays.
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amilies that are growing need
banks that can keep up, and the James
family is no different. With The Murray
Bank's Mobile Banking App, they can
access their account from anywhere.
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Plus The Murray Bank believes in
putting family first, just like they do,
making this growing family happy to
say,'That's My Bank,'

LINE WORK: Crews work on lines powering

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times

a set of new traffic lights at the intersection of
Max Hurt Drive and U.S. 641 North Thursday afternoon in Murray. The work stems from an
accident earlier this year involving a truck that tore some of the lines down at that intersection.
West Kentucky Rural Electric crews have been working to repair the poles and power lines
while The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet has replaced the traffic lights themselves.

Murray Locations
405 S. 12th SI • 700 N. 12th St.
270.753.5626
www.TheMurrayBank.com

Hazel Location
405 Main St
270.492 8388
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Gas tax issues
shouldn't affect
rural/secondary
projects in county
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Asphalt resurfacing projects
of the Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet in Calloway County
later this year should proceed as
scheduled.
Mike Oliver, section supervisor for the KyTC, told the
Calloway County Fiscal Court
this week that more than $1.2
million worth of projects
planned should not be affected
by current issues with the state's
gasoline tax. With gas prices
dropping in the past year, that
has meant a reduction for the
gas tax, the main means for
financing road projects throughout the commonwealth.
It has also triggered concern
that projects might be affected.
"My understanding is that the
money that would be affected
first would be new construction," Oliver said, giving a
hypothetical example. "Say if
you'd had four-laning 641
South to Hazel on the books,
something like that would be
affected by this.
"Now, that said, (the gas tax
reduction) will affect people a
lot more than they think eventually. As for now, from what
we've been told anyway, projects such as these resurfacing
deals should be OK."
Scheduled for Calloway this
year are 7.419 miles of asphalt
resurfacing along KY 1536
(Outland School Road) and
1.530 miles of asphalt resurfacing along KY 1660 (Robertson
Road).

the magistrates that the current
leases on a loader and a bulldozer were set to expire within the
next several weeks. He then
explained why he felt extending
the lease was the right move.
"We've had it for three years
now and it's worked out well,
plus this equipment is still under
warranty. That means we can
just swap them out and I feel
we'll be better off just turning
them in and getting new ones,"
Edwards said.
'St

The magistrates also approved
a pair of resolutions.
The first supported and
authorized Calloway County
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins to
apply for and enter into an
agreement with the Kentucky
Department of Homeland
Security to pursue a grant on
behalf of the Calloway County
Sheriff's Office. Sheriff Sam
Steger told the magistrates that
he is hoping to obtain 15 protective vests for his personnel.
The second resolution asks the
KyTC to closer examine the KY
80/U.S. 641 intersection north
of Murray.This goes with a similar resolution the Murray City
Council adopted and approved
earlier.
The Calloway resolution
states that 29 collisions have
been reported at that intersection between Jan. 1, 2011 and
Dec. 31, 2014. It calls for
increasing
visibility
and
installing adequate warning for
motorists.

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times

Helena Elscaker and her daughter Sophia search for deals among the children's clothing sections at the Kentucky Kids
Consignment Sale at the CFSB Center at Murray State University. Thursday marked the first day of the three-day sale.

•Sale...
From Front

contribute to the biannual consignment event's inventory, and
the process is done almost
entirely online. Upton said.
Once families get their clothing
or
toys to be sold to the location,
*5*
organizers separate items out to
* *
The magistrates also approved
create a department Store atmosAlso this week, the magis- the first reading of a proposed
phere. Instead of individual
trates approved extending leases ordinance brought forth by
booths
for each seller, the
with John Deere on a pair of Calloway County Attorney
inventory
is presented in a
pieces of heavy equipment.
Brian Emstberger seeking to
County
Calloway
liastablish the ,Ca/way C9unty. stress-free,, open._and
Supervisor Ricky Edwardrfold •• Community '
Corrections , organized setting with the buyer
in mind.
,
Monitored Release Program.
Sellers make 70 percent of
Basically, this would call for
using ankle monitors to watch each item's selling price, minus
individuals charged with what a $12 registration fee.
"People come here to shop
are considered to be minor
offenses, rather than have them because they know they can get
be incarcerated in the Calloway everything their family needs
County Jail. Emstberger said for the whole season at a barthis would involve selected gain price,- Upton said. "All in
inmates.
one place."
"We're not letting sex offendThe sale will continue Friday
ers out and putting them on from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. and on
ankle monitors, so I want to Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
ease that fear right now,"
Upton encouraged local shopErnstberger said.
pers to get started as early as
Magistrates will have the
possible, because items will go
chance to approve the second
fast,
but extra deals are availreading at a later date.
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"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON!
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday
Closed Mondays, except Holidays
Located Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HVVY 121

270-436-5496

www.cypressapringsresort.com
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family
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Inviting home in Canterbury! This home offers
great curb appeal and quality living on one level Attention to detail from the beautiful hardwood floors to the crown moldings and Pella replacement windows. Home offers a faintly room
with gas log fireplace, formal dining room, 3
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, utility room and a 2 Ma7 Wooldriir
car attached garage. Living/entertaining spar- 270-293.2045
es continue outdoors to the patio with hot tub.
Priced at $184,000. MLS 080574
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Located in a well established subdivision
in the city, this well-maintained 4 bedroom, 3 bath home with an extra bonus
room upstairs, which could be used as a 5th
bedroom has so much to offer! The landscaping and flowers add so much beauty sob.mibiun
in Spring and Summer for your enjoyment 270-227-2626
and entertaining. Priced at $219,000. MLS
#80626
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1
2 bath in Canterbury' Full
Charming 4 bedroom. 2 /
of natural light, this home features multiple living areas with built-ins Recent updates include new roof
shingles in 2013, carpet in 2013. updated Pella sliding door, and vapor tamer in crawl space. Formal
be
dining room,comfy kitchen with customized storage
space and inviting breakfast area Beautifully land- le.fue /append
scaped yard with privacy fence Full house secun- 270493-3474
ry system with alarm and environmental controls
Pnced at S164,900. MLS t80692

711 Main St.
4

Very spacious 4 bedroom. 2 bath hock home in the city
limits' This home offers almost 2.400 square fert, remodeled kitchen with hand scraped hardwood floors,
two living areas, and a formal dining room which has
been converted into the 4th bedroom Additional features include built-in book shelves in one of the bedrooms, crown molding, wood burning fireplace, fenced Leslie Polognik
yard with patio. and large utility room with a desk sea 270-227-n76
arid lots of storage Pnced at $162.500 AILS 080455

ww.murraykvrealestate.com

270-753-1222

STEW MP Aver FARMER AT
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Alcoholics
Anonymous
lists times,
schedule

Photo provided

MWC GARDEN DEPARTMENT: Pictured, in side
photo, from left, are Carol
Wimberly and Dee Keezer,
hostess for the March meeting
of
Garden
the
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. In bottom
photo, from left, are Carolyn
ShoWh, member of the
department; Matt Chadwick
of the Calloway County
Cooperative Extension Office
who presented the program;
and Dee Morgan, chairman
of the department. The next
meeting of the department
will be Thursday, April 2, at 1
p.m. at the Murray Woman's
Club House.

Special to the Ledger
Murray
Alcoholics
Anonymous holds meetings at
615 S. 12th St., Suite 4, in the
Southside Shopping Center
behind Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as follows: Sunday, 1 p.m. open,
smoking; 8 p.m. closed, smoking, 12x12 study; Monday,
noon. open, no smoking; 6 p.m.
closed, no smoking, ladies'
meeting; 8 p.m. open, smoking;
Tuesday, noon, open, no smoking; 8 p.m. closed, no smoking:
Wednesday, 11 a.m. closed, no
smoking; 6 p.m. closed-ladies
meeting, no smoking; 8 p.m.
open,smoking; Thursday, noon,
open, no smoking; 8 p.m. open,
smoking- study of the big book
; Friday, noon,open,smoking; 8
p.m. open, smoking-newcomers
meeting; Saturday, 10 a.m.
open. no smoking-breakfast of
champions; 8 p.m. open, nosmoking. speaker meeting.
Closed meetings are for people who think they have a problem with alcohol and want to
give it up. Open meetings are
for anyone who wants to attend
an AA meeting.
For information call Bead.
270-226-3971; Dwayne, 270799-1065; Cindy. 270-43541 I 1; or Lori. 270-799-1065.

Baby Registry
Megan & Scotty Adams
Mildred & Taft Adams
Jeff & Summer WilliamsAmeloot
Autumn & Jarod Barker
Lindsay Blankenship
& Jason McGehee
Devry & Justin Boggess
Leah & Landon Brewer
Sarah Carr
& Michael Fisher
Robyn & Seth Darnell
Maegan & Dustin Dodd
Crystal & James Fielder
Jerrica Fluty
Ashton Futrell
& Conor Wheeler
Bethany & Matt Gingles
Maddie & Andy Johnson
Jessica & Toby Kimbro
Elisabeth & Mason Lusk
Monica McGehee
Shawna & Tyler Meeks
Jodie & Justin Menees
Kandace Overcast
& Travis Tucker
Allie & Kody Paschall
Amy & Jeremy Pedigo
Amanda & Aaron Pitman
Megan & Justin Pitman
Robyn & Todd Powers
Dyane & John Poynor
Angelica & Randon Prather
Katie & Steve Prohm
Olivia & Dillon Rice
Adrianne & Dustin Rogers
Candice & Mark Smith
Jaclynn & Josh Smith
Kristi & Jamie Stockdale
Abby & Josh Sykes
Tara & Trent Turner
Jade & David Wilkins

Children's Clothing A Accessories

Datebook
Martha
Finney Andrus,
Community
editor

Veterans and their families will be provided
counseling and assistance in filing claims for
state and federal benefits on Tuesday, March 24;
Wednesday, March 25; and Thursday, March 26,
from 9 a.m. until 2:30 p.m. at the VA Clinic,
1253 Paris Road, Mayfield. Appointments must
be made and walk-ins will be scheduled an
appointment. Contact ronald.mcclure@ky.gov
or phone 270-247-2455, ext. 23905 for an
appointment.

The Aurora Ross Fire Department Auxiliary
will host a spaghetti dinner Saturday, March 21,
from 5-7 p.m. at the fire department. The public is invited to come
for all-you-can-eat spaghetti, bread sticks, salad, tea, coffee or
lemonade and dessert. For more information and price, call 270906-5515.

CCPL to offer free computer class

Murray Elementary School's Site-Based Decision-Making
Council will meet Monday, March 23, at 3 p.m. in the conference
room. All interested are invited to attend.

Make a Difference Day to be Saturday
Murray-Calloway County will host its 100th Make a Difference
Day on Saturday, March 21,from 9 am. until 1 p.m. at Roy Stewart
Stadium on the campus of Murray State University. Paper and cardboard of all types will be collected and will benefit both resource
centers. The Lions Club will collect eyeglasses and the WATCH.
Center will collect aluminum cans. CASA will be accepting used
cell phones and West KY Mentoring will have a bin for ink jet cartridges. Angels Attic will collect clothes and other household items.
The Murray Police Department and the Calloway County Sheriff's
Office will combine efforts to collect prescription drugs in their
original containers. Plastic, tin cans and glass will also be gathered
and there will be bins provided for used motor oil. The Super
Shredder will be there to shred personal documents, Books will be
gathered for recycling to benefit Community Education and the
Kiwanis Club will collect shoes. Gently used sports gear and equipment will be gathered for the "Game Ready" program and used
walkers and wheel chairs will be collected and donated to those in
need.

at 6 p.m. Rain or shine, on cue,
participants will hunt for extra
special eggs containing popular
beauty products.
Hendley
Organizer Erin
explains, -We have created a
unique version of a festive event
in order to raise money for a
philanthropic program that we

hold near and dear to our heart Look Good Feel Better. This is
the perfect way to support the
organization that focuses on
women's beauty needs and
desires during cancer treatment." More than 800,000
women undergoing chemotherapy,radiation, or other treatments

4GIICEIE7r71W4G.S
If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AlEr
AT (270) 227-5456
or (270) 759-9216
COMMUNITY GREE77NG SERVICE
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our businesses and
professional people. its their way of saying, "We are glad you
hayed moved to Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 70 years!

A unique & personal experience
of the Holocaust
featuring

Fred Gross
Survivor & author ofthe book,
One Step Ahead ofHitler:
A Jewish Child's Journey
Through France

Monday, March 23
6:30 PM
Calloway County
Public Library Meeting Room
Free of Charge
Copies Available for $18

have benefitted from the volunteers who teach beauty techniques specific to the side
effects of Cancer therapies.
Hendley wanted to create a fun
event that would allow her and
others in the beauty industry to
give back to a worthy cause.
A $25 ticket allows entrance to
the Beauty Egg Hunt and even if
as few as two eggs are found,
the product value will exceed
the ticket cost. Participants will
contribute to a fabulous organization that helps women at a
very vulnerable time in their
lives while also acquiring new
makeup products, networking
with a community passionate
about the beauty industry and
attending a fun new event.
Some of the companies that
have contributed to this event
include Ben Nye, Cate McNabb
Michelle
Cosmetics, Elle
Cosmetics, Beauty Bakerie,
Smashbox, Stila, Ricky's NYC,
Laura Mercier, Beauty Blender,
Makeup Forever, Alcone at
Home, Mary Kay, Armour, Ulta
and e.1.f.
You may go online to register
for a ticket at ww.facemakeupartistry.com, click on events
and then on March 30.
Participants should be at the
welcome table in front of the
Carson Center by 5:30 p.m. to
redeem tickets for a participation pass.

To place an
ad call
753-1916
IX-5UB& TIMES
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MWC Alpha Dept. plans meeting
The Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Saturday, March 21, at 9:30 a.m. at the Murray Woman's Club
House. Ernie Rob Bailey, local historian, will be the guest speaker.
Hostesses are Suzy Crook, Pat McReynolds and Effie Kemp.

Bornlearning Academy scheduled
IW y Bomlearning Academy will meet Thursday.
The United f
March 26, fm 5:30-7 p.m. in the Murray Elementary School
Library. Free childcare will be provided and dinner will be served.
This is for parents of children prenatal to five years of age. Learn
how you can turn every day moments into teaching moments. This
will be the last workshop for this school year. To make a reservation.
contact Morgan Carman, FRYSC director at 270-759-9592.

Stroke/Brain Injury group to meet
Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet Monday.
March 23, at 5:30 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Center for Health and Wellness classroom. Samantha Durbin, registered dietitian, will present the program on "Eating Your Way to a
Healthier You." For more information, contact Cheryl Crouch at
270-293-9442 or cherylscrouch@yahoo.com.

Kiwanis'fundraiser being held
The Kiwanis Club is accepting orders for Easter hams and Boston
butts from Clifty Farms. Each half ham is a spiral-cut glazed country ham weighing five pounds or more and the Boston butts weigh
from five to six pounds and are fully cooked, then frozen. Orders
must be placed by Friday, March 27. Orders may be picked up on
Thursday. April 2, from 4-6 p.m. at the Murray State University
Stewart Stadium parking lot across from Cracker Barrel. To order,
contact Andrew Norman at 270-753-4018 or email andrew.norman@edwardjones.com. Proceeds will go to the Kiwanis
Scholarship for local seniors planning to attend MSU.

MWC Creative Arts to meet Monday
The Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Monday, March 23, at 9:30 a.m. The program will be "March
Madness at Creative Canvas." Hostesses are Diane Taylor and
Lynda Cooper.

Easter Bone Hunt to be held
The Humane's Society of Calloway County will sponsor the
Easter Bone Hunt on Saturday, March 28, at 2 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Park Courthouse Pavilion. At 2:30 p.m., there will
be an Easter Bonnet parade and at 3 p.m. will be the hunt for doggie
bones and plastic eggs containing treats and prizes. The Easter
Bunny will be on hand for photographs, pets can be microchipped
and have their nails trimmed. Your dog can create a paw painting
and custom pet ID tags will be engraved on site. Bring your wellsocialized dog on a leash no longer than six feet and proof of current
rabies
vaccination. For
to
more
information, go
www.ForThePets.org.

Over 90 Sofas, Loveseats &
Sectionals in Stock
Over 50 Recliners in Stock
Over 40 Dining Tables in Stock
Up to 60% off!

"We must continue to retell the story,for the sake of those...
who will never be able to tell us what they remember."
Fred Gross, Holocaust Survivor and Author

Come in for your best deal!
Visit our new website : www.furnituregallerytn.com
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For movies & showtbots
Call theatre line at 753-8084
or call our 24 hour info line
at 753-3314.
On your computer or smartptione
go to the Cheri website at
www.movlesInmurray.cOm

OPEN M-F 8:30-5; Sat 9-5 em
13395 Hwy 641 N, Puryear (731)498-8161
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Furniture Gallery

Make plans to see Playhouse in the Park's production of
Diary of Anne Frank • March 20- 29
Visit playhouseinthepark.net or call 270-759-1752

Calloway County Public Library • 710 Main St, Murray. 270-753-2288

Shama

Spaghetti dinner to be held

Murray Elementary SBDM will meet

4

"Home of All Things Nursery"
209 N. 12th St.• Murray
753-7534
w.plaidrabbitmarray.com

**YtiKikti

Veterans assistance offered

The Calloway County Public Library will offer free computer
classes on Tuesday, March 24, from 5-7 p.m. on Computer Basics
for Beginners Session - Introduction to Microsoft Excel. All classes
are free but registration is required. Call 270-753-2288.

Beauty Egg Hunt for a Cause to be held
Special to the Ledger
The FACE. Makeup Artistry
Beauty Egg Hunt for a Cause
will be held on the front lawn of
the Carson Center. downtown
Paducah,on Monday. March 30.
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Shanna Wilford Litchfield

Edward T. Kilpatrick

Susan Keel

Shanna Wilford Litchfield, 38, of Farmington, Kentucky, died
Sunday, March 15, 2015 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was born March 7, 1977 in Paducah, Kentucky.
She was a billing and coding clerk at the Jackson
Purchase Medical Center. She was an Order of
Confederate Rose associated with the Sons of
Confederate Veterans Mechanized Calvary.
Mrs. Litchfield is survived by her husband,
Jeremiah Litchfield of Farmington; her father,
Charles "Butch" Wilford and stepmother, Pamela
Wilford of Mayfield; her mother, Sherry Duncan
and stepfather Richard Duncan of Dexter; two
daughters, Ashlie Wilford and Taylor Kendall,
Litchfield
both of Murray; one stepson, Xavier Krauss of
Murray; a brother, Christopher Duncan of Dexter;
a stepbrother, Matt England of Nashville, Tennessee; two sisters,
Angela Cox of Cadiz and Deidre Wilford of Murray; a stepsister,
Erin Phelps of Mayfield; grandparents, Bill and Jackie Sanzone of
Mayfield, Neela Wilford and Charlie Wilford of Mayfield and
Richard Bachman of Dexter; and several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be Saturday, March 21, 2015 at 1 p.m. at
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, Heritage Chapel with Elijah
Balentine officiating. Burial will follow in the Coldwater Church of
Christ Cemetery. Chris Cox, Andrew Phelps, Jarren Litchfield,
Jantzen Litchfield, Sam Kyle and Craig Cain will serve as pallbearers. Visitation will be Friday. March 20, 2015 from 5-8 p.m. at the
funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, Heritage Chapel, is in charge
of arrangements.

Edward T. Kilpatrick, 84, of Murray, Kentucky, died Friday,
March 6, 2015 at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
He was born March 28, 1930 in Panama City, Florida, to Edward
Terry Kilpatrick and Mildred Williams Kilpatrick.
He was a member of the Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses
and was a retired machinist with the Illinois Central Railroad.
He was preceded in death by his parents; a son, James Kilpatrick;
a brother, Lamar Kilpatrick and a sister, Elaine Sanders.
Mr. Kilpatrick is survived by his wife, LaVaun Porter Kilpatrick
of Murray; four daughters, Diane McGowen and husband John of
Lake Cormorant, Mississippi; Sandra O'Dell and husband John of
Oxford, Mississippi; Terry Massey of Faxton, Mississippi; and
Carla Henson and husband Randy of Hornlake, Mississippi; a sister, Elise Martin and husband Paul of Buffalo, New York; 14 grandchildren, 15 great-grandchildren and five great-great-grandchildren.
A memorial service will be Saturday, March 21, 2015 at 2 p.m. at
the Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses, Murray. Visitation will
be from 1 p.m. until the service hour at the church.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Watch Tower Bible and
Track Society of New York, 25 Columbia Hts., Brooklyn, NY
11201.
Online condolences may be left at wwwimesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory,downtown Murray,is in charge
of arrangements.

Susan Keel, 58, of New Concord, Kentucky, died Thursday•
March 19,2015 at her home.
She was born April 24, 1956 in Plainfield, New Jersey.
She was a homemaker.
She was preceded in death by her father, George Kurtz.
Mrs. Keel is survived by two sons, John Robert Capano and wife,:
Sara of Clearwater, Florida; and Joseph Long Capano of Neptune;
New Jersey; a daughter, Jill Capano Larsen and husband Robert of
Forked River, New Jersey; three sisters, Sally D'Aloisio and husband Gary of Middlesex, New Jersey; Nancy Curtis of Greenbrook,
New Jersey and Barbara Kara of Upstate New York; and four grandchildren, Natalie, Matthew, William and Andrew.
No services are scheduled at this time.
Memorial contributions may be made to Need Line of Murray.
Online condolences may be left at wwwimesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory: downtown Murray, is in charge..
of arrangements.

'Comment on Kentucky'
has new permanent host;
KET gives job to Bryant

No signs of a break-in where
Kentucky bourbon was stolen

Special to the Ledger
Veteran broadcaster and WKYT-TV/Lexington anchor Bill
Bryant has been named permanent host of KET's "Comment on
Kentucky."
For more than 40 years, the series has brought
together journalists to discuss the week's top stories. Bryant, who has been serving as an interim
host, succeeds Ferrell Wellman and originating
host Al Smith.
With more than 30, years. of experience at
WKYT. Bryant continues in his role as anchor and
managing editor for the CBS affiliate station.
"I spend the week in a busy Kentucky newsroom
keeping up with what's going on, and then we
gather some of the state's best journalists to talk
Bryant
about what happened and where we may be headed," said Bryant. "It's an honor and a challenge to facilitate an
informed discussion of news, timely issues and challenges facing
the Commonwealth."
"Bill's enthusiasm, work ethic and knowledge of the subject matter he covers have long earned him a much-deserved reputation as
one of our area's most respected and trusted journalists," said KET
Executive Director and CEO Shae Hopkins."As he has been doing
in an interim role, Bill will continue keeping KET audiences well
informed through in-depth analysis and discussion of the key, news
affecting our state each week."
A native of Williamsburg, Bryant attended the University of the
Cumberlands before earning his degree in broadcasting and political science from Eastern Kentucky University. EKU has honored
him by inducting him into the school's "Hall of Distinguished
Alumni."
He currently co-anchors morning and noon news programs for
both WKYT and their partner station WDKY and serves as host of
Kentucky Newsmakers.
Comment on Kentucky is a KET production. airing Fridays at 8/7
pm on KET.

Ex•mine inspector pleads guilty to bribery
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A former,state mine inspector has
pleaded guilty in federal court to taking bribes from former
Kentucky lawmaker Keith Hall.
Kelly Shortridge agreed to a plea filed in court on Wednesday. It
says Shortridge, who worked for the Division of Mine Reclamation
and Enforcement,took about $46,000 in bribes over two years from
Hall, a coal mine owner who was also a state representative from
Phelps. The agreement says that while Shortridge was assigned to
inspect mines owned by Hall between 2009 and 2011,"many violations of surface mining reclamation laws went uncited."
The bribes were paid from Hall's Beech Creek Coal Company and
another firm he started, S&K Properties, the plea agreement said.
The money was sent to a company called DKJ Consulting that was
in Shortridge's wife's name.
_ Hall was in the state legislature for 14 years, ascending to chairman of the House Tourism Development and Energy Committee
and vice chairman of the House Natural Resources Committee.

Poison prevention drives weeklong effort
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LOUISVII.1 F,Ky.(AP) — Experts are working to get the word out
this week about potential poison hazards in homes.
National Poison Prevention Week is going on through Saturday, and
the Kentucky Regional Poison Control Center of Kosair Children's
Hospital says there are seven surprising poisons people should learn.
Toxicologist and center director Ashley Webb says if a person is
exposed to a poison, call the poison control center at (800) 222-1222.
She advises programming the number into your mobile phone.
The seven surprising poisons identified by the center are magnets
and batteries; medications; cleaning products; malfunctioning furnaces
and fireplaces; caffeine; tobacco and nicotine; and natural or homemade products that may sound safe but aren't.
Veterinarians at BluePearl Veterinary Partners say pets are also vulnerable to the same poisons as well as some that affect animals such as
grapes,chocolate, raisins and raw or undercooked food.

Dr. James H. Frank
Dr. James H. Frank, 86, of Murray. Kentucky, died Thursday,
March 19, 2015 at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The mystery surrounding the theft of
five barrels of Wild Turkey whiskey deepened Wednesday as company officials said there were no signs anyone broke into the warehouse where the aging bourbon was stolen.
The heist led authorities to a backyard in Franklin County, where
the barrels holding the bourbon — weighing up to 500 pounds each
— were recovered behind a shed last week. One man has been
arrested. and Franklin County Sheriff Pat Melton said investigators
have other suspects.
Tests confirmed the liquid inside the barrels was Wild Turkey
bourbon distilled in 2009, said Dave Karraker, a spokesman for
Campari America, the U.S. subsidiary of Wild Turkey owner's,
Italian-based Gruppo Campari. Authorities said labeling on top of
each stolen barrel hacibeen spray-painted over.
The bourbon was slated to become Wild Turkey 101, the brand's
flagship product, a blend of barrels typically aged for five to eight
years, Karraker said.
Bourbon coming off the still is put in new,charred oak barrels for
aging in warehouses, a traditional process that gives the whiskey its
distinctive 'taste and color. The stolen barrels weren't full, due to
evaporation — known as the "angel's share — taking a small portion
over time.
Wild Turkey has beefed up security across its operations since the
theft and is doing a full inventory of its stockpiles of aging whiskey
in Kentucky. Karraker said. Wild Turkey's distillery is at
Lawrenceburg, which is in a county neighboring Franklin County'.

Leader of 101st Airborne, soldiers
return Saturday after Ebola mission
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP) — Maj. Gen. Gary J. Volesky,
commander of the 101st Airborne Division, is returning to Fort
Campbell from West Africa along with dozens of soldiers who were
deployed to aid in the fight against Ebola.
The soldiers are expected back at the post Saturday afternoon.
They have completed a 21-day period of controlled monitoring at
Fort Bliss, Texas.
Approximately 120 soldiers from the Headquarters and
Headquarters Battalion, 101st Airborne Division, are returning.
Volesky commanded the troops in Africa.
Members of the 101st were sent to West Africa as part of the U.S.
military's mission aimed at building care centers and training health
care workers to try to stop the spread of the virus.
The West Africa Ebola outbreak has killed more than 10,000 people.

1;

Nelson E. Hall
Nelson E. Hall, 73, of Murray. Kentucky died Thursday. March
19,2015 at Spring Creek Health Care.
Arrangements are incomplete at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home.

Captured golden eagle in Kentucky
now wears transmitter as part of study
CLERMONT, Ky.(AP) — A golden eagle captured at Bernheim
Forest recently has been outfitted with a custom transmitter as part
of a larger study of eagles in the Appalachian Mountains region.
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources avian biologist Kate Keyden says this is the first golden eagle the agency has
captured but that experts find there are more of the birds in
Kentucky than previously thought.
Staff members from the agency and Bernheim Forest captured the
adult male bird Feb. 10, using a net.
Heyden says it's hoped the solar-powered satellite transmitter will
allow the bird to be tracked for three to five years. She says golden
eagles don't nest in Kentucky but spend winters in the state.
To follow the eagle's movements and help decide on a name,visit ,
hup://bernheim.org/golden-eagle .

Town Crier
• The Finance Committee
Murray-Calloway
the
of
Hospital
Public
County
of
Board
Corporation
Trustees will meet at 7:30
a.m. Monday in the board
room of the North Tower of
the MCCH campus. Agenda
items include a report on
financial progress for the
month of February. In addition, a meeting of the board's
Personnel Committee is
scheduled to follow at about
8:15 with agenda items
including a discussion of
turnover and an update on
the health plan/benchmark
comparison.
Murray Cable
• The
Commission will meet at
noon Monday. There will be a
status update on a cable
franchise agreement/settlement and a report from
Murray Electric System and
Time Warner Cable on their
franchise agreements and
services.
• A City of Murray Long

Range Planning Council
Retreat is scheduled for •
Wednesday from 12-6 p.m. in
the third-floor Multipurpose
Room of Alexander Hall, one,
the campus of Murray State
University.
• The Murray-Calloway
Hospital
Public
County
of
Board
Corporation
Trustees will meet at noon
Wednesday in the board
room of the North Tower of
the MCCH campus. Agenda
items include: Recognition of
service to Dr. Charles Tucker;
MCCH
the
of
review
Balanced Score Card: review
and approval of the finance
report; patient care and PI
facility
nursing
report;
update; review and approval
of the medical staff report;
leadership report; recognition
of departing board member
Kenny Darnell.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.
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LIFE COMMUNITY CHURCH
North 4th & CC Lowry(WOW Building)
Sunday Experiences 10:30 a.m.

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
1408 Sycamore
Saturday Worship 9:30 a.m.
Saturday Sabbath School 10:30 a.m.

LOCUST GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
1871 Locust Grove Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
2771 State Route 94 East
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 600 p.m.

MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
906 Main Street
Sunday School 9:40 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

B.APTIST
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
232 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

MT. HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
200 Walnut Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.
NEW WT. CARMEL BAPTIST CHURCH
2755 State Route 121 South
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.& 6:00 p.m.

BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST CHURCH
Dunbar Road (Hwy. 444) • New Concord
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

NEW PROVIDENCE BAPTIST CHURCH
90 Providence Lane • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

CHERRY CORNER BAPTIST CHURCH
822 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

NORTHSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
889 Radio Road • Almo
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

COLD WATER BAPTIST CHURCH
8400 State Route 121 • Farmington
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

OLD SALEM ROAD MISSIONARY BAPTIST
2447 Old Salem Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
97 West Drive • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

OWENS CHAPEL BAPTIST CHURCH
6504 Airport Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
2191 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
EL MANANTIAL
901 B Coldwater Road (behind the Tropics)
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.(Spanish/English)
Sunday Worship 8:30 a.m.(Eng) & 10:30 a.m.(Sp)
ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
6483 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 am. & 6:00 p.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY BAPTIST
1614 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 am.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

POPLAR SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
749 Poplar Spring Drive
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:45 a.m., 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
1034 Browns Grove Road • Lynn Grove
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
SCOTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
2317 Hwy. 641
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
SINKING SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
4185 Wiswell Road West
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

FAITH MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Highway 641 to Brandon Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 am.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 South 4th Street
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:30 a.m.. 11:00 a.m. & 5:30 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
1350 Flint Road
Sunday School 10:00 am.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:45 p.m.

SPRING CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
995 Spring Road • Almo
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1000 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST
122 Spruce Street
Sunday School 9:30 am.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST
711 River Road
Sunday School 11:15 a.m.
Wednesday Youth & Adult Bible Study 6:30 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
617 South 9th Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Heritage Chapel
a participant ha making this informative dlectory possible.
121 North •(270) 753-8888
Route
State
1804
rdla.cuam to acquire more details.
LYNN GROVE UNITED METHODIST
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIS
t !MICH A\
37 Browns Grove Road
OF I...vrTER.DAv SAINTS
School 9:00 a.m.; Worship 9:30 a.m.

Limited space does remain for ran

SUGAR CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
1888 Faxon Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
THE SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
10150 North 16th St.
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:15 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
1483 Bazzell Cemetery Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11 00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Sunday

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 North 5th Street
Sunday School 9:00 am.; Worship 10:15 am

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LDS
602 South 16th Street
Sacrament Mtg10:00 am - Sun School 11:10 am

MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Campus Ministry to Students of MSU
1508 Chestnut Street
Sunday & Wednesday Worship 7:00 p.m.

EPIS('OPAI.

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
1619 Martin Chapel Road
Sunday School 10:15 a.m.; Worship 9:00 a.m.

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
1620 West Main Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.; Worship 10:30 a.m

MASONS CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
84 Murray Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

INDEPENDENT

PALESTINE UNITED METHODIST
2356 Palestine Church Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

I‘N %clE:Nti. SEX% ICES
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
1634 Main Street
Sunday School 10:30 am.: Worship 10:30 a.m.

C111 RUll OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
955 Old Almo Road • Almo
Sunday Bible Class 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
8467 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:15 a.m. & 1:00 p.m.
DEXTER CHURCH OF CHRIST
157 Walnut Street South • Dexter
Sunday School 9:30 am.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
FRIENDSHIP CHURCH OF CHRIST
50 Kirk Ridge Road
Sunday BMW Study 10:00 &m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
1101 Glendale Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
1201 South 16th Street
Children's Sun. School 11:00 a.m., Worship 10:30 a.m.
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
502 North LP Miller Street
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:30 a.m.
HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
83 Honeybee Lane
Sun. School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 6:00 p.m.
HARVEST LAND CITY GATE
1714 Plainview Drive
Wednesday Worship 6:30 p.m.
Saturday Worship 6:00 p.m.
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
5623 Hwy. 641 North
Sunday Praise/Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
411 Maple Street
Sun. School 9:00 a.m.; Worship 10:00 a.m.
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Corner of 3rd & Maple
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

TEMPLE HILL UNITED METHODIST
3878 Almo-Shiloh Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.; Worship 10:00 a.m.
WAYMEN CHAPEL
407 Barnett Street • Hazel
Sunday School 10-00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

PENTECOST Al.
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
9950 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
505 Church Street • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
1052 State Route 121 North
Public Talk 9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study 10:30 a.m.

Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE CHURCH
525 Peeler Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11 -00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m

LI THE RAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH
100 South 15th
Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
301 Center Street • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 am.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
3923 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE UNITED METHODIST
5671 Crossland Road
Sunday School 9:45 am.; Worship 10:45 a.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS

GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST
3980 Murray-Parls Road • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 10700 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 &m. & 600 p.m.

HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
976 Jackson Road • Almo
Sunday Bible Class 9:00 &m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
229 Rowlett Trail
Sunday School 11:00 a.m.; Worship 9:30 a.m

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED METHODIST
1267 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.
Sun Worship 9:30 am. & 2nd/4th Sun. at 610 p.m.
BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
4211 Brooks Chapel Rood • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sun. Worship 1100 a.m. & 1s1./3rd Sun. at 6:00 p.m.

MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
586 Parker Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

COLDWATER UNITED METHODIST
8317 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

NEW CONCORD CHURCH OF CHRIST
121 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

COLES CAMPGROUND UNITED METHODIST
1449 Coles Campground Road
Sunday School 9:50 a.m.; Worship 8:50 a.m.

NEW PROVIDENCE CHURCH OF CHRIST
60 Christian Lane • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
51 Oakcrest Drive
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED METHODIST
5161 Radio Road
Sun. School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
503 Maple Street
Sunday School 9:50 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:45 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
150 Liberty Church Road
Sun. School 10:00 am Sun. Worship 11:00 am

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
505 Main Street • Hazel
Sunday Worship 9:45 a.m.

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
2129 Graham Road
Sun. School 10:00 am Sun. Worship 11:00 am

HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
301 Gilbert Street • Hazel
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST CHURCH
263 Backusburg Road • Kirksey
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

CATHOLIC

WEST MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Corner of Doran Road & Holiday Rd.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

INDEPENDENCE UNITED METHODIST
1118 Independence Road -Dexter
Sun. School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

WILLIAMS CHAPEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
7793 State Route 94 West
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

KIRKSEY UNITED METHODIST
3691 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sun. School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.
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1-877-954-8748
WWW.WKIILLCOM.COOP

'FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
270-753-3540
East Main Street

Cunningham
Auto Repair
Open Mon.-I:6.7:30-5
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619 S.4th St.• 270-753-6831 —y—

PATAI
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C41111H
=NM
It's Gotta Be D's.
ANIMAL(' HEALTH
WELLNESS CENTER

Office

00".36ND

Technology Specialists

1-800-858-0492
1393 State Route 45 North • Mayfield, KY

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
601 North 18th Street
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.

GOSHEN UNITED METHODIST
4726 State Route 121 North • Stella
Sun. School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 9:00 a.m.

UNIVERSITY CHURCH OF CHRIST
801 North 12th Street
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 500 p.m.

1002 Cuba Rd.
Mayfield, KY

CALVARY TEMPLE
2645 Hwy. 641 South
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
1601 Main Street
Sun. Worship 10:45 am Sun. School 9:30 am

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
207 Robertson Road South
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

The Oldest ktdopendent Repair Shop in Murray
Voted/Cu-v.-fee 74aCa Pyo6- 72 e..ar.e.4 a Row/

PENTECOSTAL CHURCH OF(AVIV

PRESBIFIERIVS

UNION GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
2081 Poor Farm Road
Sunday Bible Class 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

-----

NEW CONCORD UNITED PENTECOSTAL
166 Dunbar Road • New Concord
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED METHODIST
84 Cherry Corner Road
Sun. School 10:00 a.m.: Worship 11:00 a.m.

WEST FORK MISSIONARY BAPTIST
5179 Hwy. 121 North
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
125 Ledbetter Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

MURRAY FIRST UNITED PENTECOSTAL
1945 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 6:00 p.m.

NEW JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
2604 Highland Road
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p m

HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH
6867 US Hwy. 641 North • Hardin
Sunday School 8:00, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:00, 9:15. 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 North 12th Street
Saturday Mass 5:00 p.m.
Sunday Mass 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

LIFE TABERNACLE
407 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

UNITY CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
1929 East Unity Church Road • Hardin
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

10%
Discount

i9M-ift FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH'

with Church
Bulletin

"3placefor fife,cSanyirl refalions1

Murray
270-753-9383

4111011111111100 270-753-4830
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Murray's Favorite Steakhouse!
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What does Jesus say about gossip?
Question: Doesn't everybody engage in a
little gossip now and then? What's so bad
about that?
Answer: The misuse of the tongue is one of
the most common sins of our human society,
and carelessly repeating gossip is an often tragic form of this. Reputations have been irreparably damaged, millions of dollars lost or wasted,
relationships destroyed, good deeds undone and
lives lost because of a few carelessly spoWhat Would even
ken words. The Bible associates gossip with
Jesus Do? envy, murder, strife, deceit and malice(Romans
By Richard
1:29). As the wise man said,"The tongue has
Youngblood, the
power of life and death" (Proverbs 18:21).
University
Gossip is the practice of repeating secretive
Church of
information that may or may not be true. This
Christ
secretive information may be passed on to others who have no need of it and in a manner or
with the intent to bad-mouth someone. While it thrives on the
enticement of giving and receiving secrets, gossip ends up contributing more to the problem than to a solution. Masked in a
deceitful cloak of concern for others, gossip may come from an
unreliable source. It may distort and exaggerate, and may betray

confidential information. Gossip is often negative in tone. Gossip is "A gossip betrays a confidence; so avoid a man who talks too
often motivated by selfish desires: to gain attention by looking much." We should avoid both listening to gossip and repeating gosimportant and informed or to drag down and destroy someone. It is sip. "Without wood a fire goes out; without gossip a quarrel dies
the hobgoblin of idle minds who need to "get a life"(cf. 1 Timothy down," says Proverbs 26:20.
In addition, we must learn to be careful with the use of our words
5:13).
Once gossip has been repeated, there is tittle that can be done to at all times. Avoid repeating negative information about another
undo the harm caused. It has been compared to emptying the feath- person. Even if the information is true, we need to ask ourselves
ers from a pillow into a wind storm. Once our words are scattered, some serious questions. Why do I feel it is necessary to repeat this
we have as much chance of gathering them up as we have of gath- story? Will we benefit the one involved? By taking these steps, we
ering the feathers from the pillow. After comparing the tongue to can be a source of healing instead of harm in our world. "Reckless
the small rudder that guides a large ship, James,the brother of Jesus, words pierce like a sword, but the tongue of the wise brings healwrote: "Likewise the tongue is a small part of the body, but it makes ing"(Proverbs 12:18).
I don't know whether or not everybody engages in "a little" gosgreat boasts. Consider what a great forest is set on fire by a small
spark. The tongue also is a fire, a world of evil among the parts of sip now and then, but I do know that those who do are playing a
the body. It corrupts the whole person, sets the whole course of his game that is dangerous to themselves and to others. If we have been
guilty of this to any extent, we need to repent immediately and begin
life on fire, and is itself set on fire by hell"(James 3:5-6).
I believe Jesus would advise us to take two primary steps. First, making Jesus the model for both our lives and for our words. "He
we need to avoid gossipy people. The wise man of Proverbs com- who guards his mouth and his tongue keeps himself from calamity"
mented on the tasty temptation of gossip by saying: "The words of (Proverbs 21:23).
a gossip are like choice morsels; they go down to a man's inmost
[Send questions or comments to University Church of Christ,
parts"(Proverbs 18:8). But a person who gossips to you will often
gossip about you; so be careful of boastful or overly talkative per- 801 N.12th,Murray,KY 42071 or phone 270-753-1881. This artisons who try to appear always "in the know." Proverbs 20:19 says: cle is reproduced on the web: universitychurchmurray.com I

Church • Bulletins
have
churches
Various
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
Grove
Pleasant
North
Cumberland Presbyterian:
The Rev. April Watson, pastor.
will speak at the 11 a.m. worship
service.
Sinking Springs Baptist:
Charles Miles will speak at the
worship services at II a.m. and
6 p.m. The Wednesday night
Bible Study is on Revelations.
Eastwood Baptist: Worship
services are at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. on Sunday and at 7 p.m. on
Wednesday. Sunday Schoor will
be at 10 a.m. The church is at
2191 Kentucky 94 E., Murray.
Dexter Baptist: David Little.
pastor, will speak at both the 11
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian: A worship service will be held at 11 a.m. at the
church, 2674 Magness Road.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Spirit of Christ: Kevin
Trebing, pagtor, will speak at the
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at
9:45 a.m. For more information
call 270-761-4815.
Higher Praise Worship
Center: The pastor is E.F.
Cleve. Morning worship is at
10:30 a.m. and evening worship
is at 6 p.m.
Williams Chapel Church of
Christ: Sunday morning worship service is at 10 a.m. Sunday
Bible study is at 9 a.m. The
church is located west of
Murray in the Lynn Grove community, 7793 Kentucky 94W.
Kirksey United Methodist:
David Allbritten, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. worship
service. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m. Their website is
www.kirkseyumc.org. For more
information call 270-489-2910.
Palestine United Methodist:
Robert McKinney, pastor, will
speak at the 10:45 a.m. and 6

p.m. worship services. Sunday
School will be at 9:45 a.m. For a
ride to church, call Jimmy
Burkeen at 270-227-6373.
Poplar Spring Baptist: Rob
(son, pastor, will speak at the
8:45 a.m. and 11 a.m. worship
services. The church is located
at 749 Poplar Springs Drive.
United
Grove
Lynn
Methodist: Sunday School will
be at 9 a.m. Worship service,
lead by Rev. Samantha Hall,
will be at 9:30 a.m. The church
is located just off Kentucky 94
W.in the Lynn Grove community at 37 Browns Grove Road.
St. Leo Parish: Vigil Mass
will be at 5 p.m. Saturday. A
Spanish Mass will be at 6:30
p.m. Saturday. Sunday Masses
will begin at 8 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Bethany Baptist: Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m. Pastor
David Cunningham will lead
morning worship at 11 a.m. The
church is located at 232 Artesian
Dr., New Concord.
Old Salem Road Missionary
Baptist: Mark Dillon is the pastor. Sunday worship service is at
11 a.m. Sunday School is at 10
a.m., Sunday evening worship is
at 6 p.m., and Wednesday night
services are at 6:30 p.m.
United
Chapel
Russell
Methodist: Ronnie Burkeen is
the pastor. Worship service is at
9:30 a.m. and Sunday School at
II a.m. Wednesday night Bible
Study is at 7 p.m. For more
information or a ride, call 270293-2517 or 270-227-1566.
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. David Allbritten will speak
at the 9 a.m. worship service on
"Learning to Die," with scripture from John 12:20-33. The
Sunday night Bible Study and
youth activities for Goshen and
Kirksey United Methodist will
meet at Kirksey at 6 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: Jason Hart will speak at
the 9 a.m. worship service on"
The Arm of the Lord Revealed,"
(part 5) with scripture from
Isaiah 53:4. Bob Owens will
speak on "Let the Journey

Begin," at the 6 p.m. service.
Memorial Baptist: Martin
Severns, pastor, will speak at the
8:30 a.m., 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services with scripture
from 1 Corinthians 10:13.
Music will be by Ryan
Thornton, worship leader and
the Praise Team. The 6 p.m.
service will include a video
series."Grace Based Parenting."
Bible Study for ages 3 years
through 12th grade will be at 6
p.m. Sunday School is at 9:40
a.m.
First United Methodist: Dr.
Rick C. Dye, minister, will
speak at the 8:45 a.m. and 11
a.m. worship services on
"Seeing Jesus" with scripture
from John 12:20-26. Sunday
School is at 9:50 a.m.
Greater Hope Baptist: Rev.
Timothy L. Davis It, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m.. worship
service. The chuch is located at
711 River Road, South Fourth
Street.
West Fork Baptist: Rev.
Randy Kuykendall, Pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. worship
service. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m. Wednesday prayer
service is at 7 p.m. Kenneth
Greer is:Minister of Music. The
church is located on Kentucky
121 North, Stella.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr.
Renee Meyer will speak at the
10:45 a.m. worship service.
Sunday School is at 9:30 a.m.
Westside Baptist: Matt Ellis,
pastor, will speak at the 10:30
a.m. worship service on "How
to Defeat Sexual Temptation,"
with scripture from Genesis
39:1-21. Ellis will also speak at
the 6 p.m. service on "The
Pursuit of Holiness," with scripture from 1 Peter 1:13-21.
Grove
Pleasant
South
United Methodist: Glenn Hill,
pastor, will speak at the 10:45
a.m. worship service. Youth,
ages 5-18, meet Wednesday
from 5:30-7 p.m.
Life Community: Meets at
the Woodmen of the World
building, C.C. Lowry Drive at

Rev. Dr. Ruth Ragovin will
speak at the 10:15 am. worship
service.
University Church of
Christ: Charley Bazzell will
speak at the 10 a.m. service.
Sunday School will be at 9 a.m.
Elm Grove Baptist: Pastor
Brad Burns will speak at the 10
a.m. worship service. Sunda)
school begins at 9 a.m. and
Sunday evening worship is at 6
Wednesday service
p.m.
includes a meal for all children
through 12th grade from 5:456:30 p.m. Classes begin at 6:30
p.m..
Hazel United Methodist:
April Arnold will speak at the
9:45 a.m. service on "Belief in
HIM - Deliverance," with scripture from Number 21:4-9 and
John 3:14-21. Music will be
provided by Kenneth McClarty
and Cynthia Morris.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist: Pastor April Arnold
will speak at the 11 a.m. worship
service on "Belief in HIM Deliverance," with scripture
from Numbers 21:4-9 and John
3:14-21. Special music will be
provided by the Choir of
Mason's Chapel.
Hazel Baptist: Rev. Wayne
Carter,interim pastor, will speak
at the 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Sunday
worship
School is at 9:30 a.m.

10:30 a.m. The worship leader is the church.
of
Church
Friendship
Gary McClure and Chuck
Houston is the pastor. Sunday Christ: Joey Glisson will speak
will start a streamed special at the 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. worevent, "Don't Stop," with ship services.
Northside Baptist: Pastor
Steven Furtick from Elevation
meet Brett Miles will speak at the 10
Church. LifeGroups
throughout the week; the student a.m. and 6 p.m. worship servicon es. Sunday School will be at 9
ministry, Switch, is
Wednesdays at 6:30 p.m., and a.m.
Hazel Church of Christ:
Back to Basics meets Fridays at
6:30 p.m. For more information, Mackie Gallimore, minister,
will speak at the 9:50 a.m. worwww.LifeCC.Me.
Grace Baptist: Jim Simmons, ship service.
Locust Grove Baptist: Ryker
Interim Pastor, will speak at the
10:45 a.m. worship service on Wilson will speak at 11 a.m.
"The Foundation of our Faith," service.
Good Shepherd United
with scripture from Psalm 11:3.
Special music will be provided Methodist: Rev. Tim Escue,
by Treasa Beane. Simmons will pastor, will speak at the 11 a.m.
speak at the 6 p.m. service on worship service. Adult Sunday
"Elijah - A Man of Like School is at 10 a.m.
Bethel United Methodist:
Passions," with scripture from 1
Rev. Sam Chambers will speak
Kings 17.`f,.
Scotts Grove Baptist: John at the 9:30 a.m. worship service.
Denham, pastor, will speak at Sunday School is at 10:30 a.m.
United
Chapel
Brooks
the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. Special music will be Methodist: Rev. Sam Chambers
from Jena Flood, Tammy will speak at the worship service
Thompson, Jessica Hiter and at 11 a.m. Sunday School is at
Kevin Crawford. AWANA 10 a.m.
Calvary Temple Pentecostal:
Missions will meet at 5:30 p.m.
First Baptist: Pastor Russ Pastor Darrell Young will speak
Wilson from St. Louis, will at the 10:45 a.m. worship servspeak at the 8:30 a.m. and 11 ice. Sunday evening worship
a.m. worship services. Pastor begins at 6 p.m. Bible study and
meet
services
Keith Inman will speak at the youth
5:30 p.m. service. University Wednesdays at 7 p.m. Calvary
students and young adults' wor- Temple is located on U.S. 641
ship service at 7 p.m. meets in South of Murray.
First Christian (Disciples):
the Net building, across from

THE NEW
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Beginning April 3, 2015

Spring Singing to
be at Williams
Chapel

Williams Chapel Church of
During the month of March,
First Christian Church invites Christ will present its Spring
the public to attend a Lenten Singing on Friday. March 20,
Organ Concert by Donnie from 7-11 p.m. The church is
Hendrix every Thursday at located 7.5 miles west of
12:15 p.m. followed by a soup Murray on Kentucky 94 in the
and crackers luncheon at 12:30 Lynn Grove community at 7793
State Route 94 West. The public
p.m.
is invited to attend.

St. Leo to host
Fish Fry
St. Leo Catholic Church will
host a Fish Fry every Friday
through March 27, from 4:306:30 p.m.

FUM Women's
Study to be offered
Methodist
United
First
Joy and
"
Study
Women's
Christian Living," answering
the question, "How is it with

37
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your soul?" will be Saturday.
March 28, led by Virginia
Alamo,
from
Mohundro
Tennessee. Mohundro is a graduate of Lambuth College and
received her graduate and post
graduate degree from the

arm
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41 In Our Churches.
From Page 7
University
of Memphis. A 30-year veteran
educator,she retired in 2000 following a I7-year tenure as
superintendent of the Alamo
City School District. Since her
retirement, she has immersed
'herself in the cause and purpose
116f United Methodist Women.
)2egistration for the study is at
.830 a.m. in room 204 in the
,christian Life Center. The study
is from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m. with

a light lunch served at noon. For
additional information, contact
Jan Nutter, UMW president at
270-226-3993.

together as one to worship. A
meal will be served after the
worship
service.
Ronnie
Burkeen is the pastor.

Russell Chapel to
host Friend's Day

Breakfast offered
at South Pleasant
Grove

Russell
Chapel
United
Methodist Church invites the
public to their second annual
Friend's Day on Sunday, March
22 at 11 a.m. This is a day of
celebration where all friends
and family of RCUMC come
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Menus for the lunchrooms of the Calloway County Schools and
Murray City Schools for the week of March 23-27, have been released
by Pat Lane, Calloway director, and April Adams, Murray director.
Menus, subject to occasional changes based on availability, are as
follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
ww: whole wheat, wg: whole grain, rf: reduced fat, if: fat free,
rs: reduced sugar. Milk and juice served daily. Fruit offered daily.
Preschool and Little Laker Harbour - Snack: Monday -Animal
Crackers; Tuesday - cheese stick: Wednesday - Scooby Stix; Thursday
- Sun Chips: Friday - cereal.
Breakfast: Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - cherry frudel;
Wednesday - cereal & toast; Thursday - biscuits & sausage gravy;
Friday - cini mini.
Lunch: Monday - cheeseburger, tater tots; Tuesday - pepperoni
pizza, green beans; Wednesday - chicken taco, pinto beans; Thursday
- mini corn dog, carrots w/dip; Friday - ham & cheese sandwich,
veggie bowl, sidekicks.
Elementaries (rs/wg cereal, wg, ww bread/toast, chef salad, milk
served daily) - Snack: Monday - crackers, cheese stick; Tuesday
- Coco Puff bars; Wednesday - yogurt; Thursday - Cinnamon Toast
Crunch cereal; Friday - carrots w/dip.
Breakfast: Monday - sausage biscuit; Tuesday - cini mini; Wednesday - pancake sausage on a stick; Thursday - biscuits & gravy;
Friday - muffin.
Lunch: Monday - breaded chicken w/gravy & roll, taco burger
w/cheese, tossed salad, sweet potatoes, green peas; Tuqclay - Domino's
pizza, chicken salad sandwich, tossed salad, broccoli & cheese, corn;
Wednesday - chicken nuggets w/roll, PB&J W/cheese stick, mashed
potatoes w/brown gravy, green beans; Thursday - crispito w/cheese,
grilled cheese sandwich, tossed salad, pinto beans, flame roasted vegetables; Friday - sliced turkey w/gravy & roll, cheeseburger,
lettuce/tomato/pickles, baked beans, tater tots.
Middle (rs/wg cereal, wg, ww bread/toast, muffins, chef salad
served daily) - Breakfast: Monday - sausage biscuit; Tuesday pancakes; Wednesday - cini mini; Thursday - biscuits & gravy;
Friday - pancake sausage on a stick.
Lunch: Monday - breaded chicken w/gravy & roll, taco burger
w/cheese. tossed salad, sweet potatoes, green peas; Tuesday - Domino's
pizza, chicken salad sandwich, tossed salad, broccoli & cheese, corn;
Wednesday - chicken nuggets w/roll. PB&J w/cheese stick, veggie
bowl w/dip, mashed potatoes w/brown gravy, green beans; Thursday
- crispito w/cheese, grilled cheese sandwich, tossed salad, pinto beans.
flame roasted veggies; Friday - sliced turkey w/gravy & roll, cheeseburger. lettuce/tomato/pickle, baked beans, tater tots.
wg/ww
High
cereal,
bread/toast,
(rs/wg
cheeseburgers/hamburgers/pizza, oven fries, deli sand., vegetables, chef
salads served daily) - Breakfast: Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday
- pancake & sausage on a stick, mini pancakes; Wednesday - breakfast
bagel. mini french toast sticks; Thursday - biscuits & sausage gravy.
sunrise flatbread. Friday - bacon, egg & cheese biscuit.
Lunch: Monday - breaded chicken w/gravy, roll, taco burger
w/cheese. tossed salad, sweet potatoes, green peas;; Theaday - pulled
pork nachos, grilled chicken sandwich, mexi bean salad, cole slaw,
corn; Wednesday - cheesy crispito, grilled cheese sandwich, tossed
salad, flame roasted veggies, pinto beans; Thursday - chicken nuggets
w/roll, veggie bowl, green beans, mashed potatoes w/trown gravy:
Friday - hot dog. turkey club sandwich, carrot tray w/dip, baked
beans. chips/nacho Doritos.
MURRAY CITY
Milk and fruit served daily.
Murray Preschool/Head Start - Breakfast: Monday - yogurt
parfait; Tuesday - cereal w/toast; Wednesday - biscuit & gravy;
Thursday - breakfast taco; Friday - mini pancakes 8z sausage wrap.
Lunch: Monday - chicken sandwich,great northern beans; Tuesday
chicken nuggets w/roll, green peas; Wednesday - vegetable soup.
green beans; Thursday - barbeque chicken sandwich, whole kernel
corn; Friday - cheeseburger. french fries.
Murray Elementary - Breakfast: cereal or cereal bar, toast, cinnamon toast, milk, fruit and fruit juice served daily - Monday yogurt & Teddy Grahams; Tuesday - breakfast bagel; Wednesday
- Poptarts; Thursday - breakfast taco; Friday - fruit parfait.
Lunch: Monday - cheeseburger, chicken & waffles, tater tots,
broccoli w/ff ranch; Tuesday - chicken fajita nachos, hot dog. pinto
beans, mexican rice; Wednesday - chicken nuggets w/roll, grilled
cheese sandwich, mashed potatoes w/gravy, green beans; Thursday
- spaghetti w/breadstick. ham & cheese sandwich, whole kernel corn,
carrots w/ff ranch; Friday - Domino's pizza, fish sandwich, broccoli
w/cheese sauce, great northern beans.
Middle - Breakfast: (toast, cereal and cereal bar w/yogurt, fruit
and fruit juice served daily) - Monday - bacon, egg & cheese biscuit;
Tuesday - breakfast bagel; Wednesday - biscuit & gravy; Thursday
- breakfast taco; Friday - mini pancakes & sausage wrap.
Lunch: Monday - potato soup w/breadstick; chicken sandwich,
great northern beans, broccoli w/ff ranch; Tuesday - chicken nuggets
w/roll. grilled cheese sandwich. mac & cheese, green peas; Wednesday
- vegetable soup w/pretzel bosco stick; hot ham & cheese sandwich,
mashed potatoes w/gravy, green beans; Thursday - Domino's pizza,
barbeque chicken sandwich, veggie try w/ff ranch, whole kernel corn;
Friday - cheeseburger, hot dog, french fries, carrots w/ff ranch. sidekicks.
High - Breakfast: (toast, cereal, bagel w/cre,am cheese, PopTarts,
chocolate chip & blueberry muffins, fruit, fruit juice and milk served
daily) - Monday - bacon, egg & cheese tornado; Tuesday - fruit
& yogurt smoothie w/graham crackers; Wednesday - pancakes &
sausage on a stick w/syrup; Thursday - yogurt parfait w/graharn
clackers; Friday - biscuit & gravy.
Lunch: Monday - hot wings w/breadstick, hot ham & cheese
sandwich. chef salad. lima beans, celery sticks w/ranch, whole potatoes;
Tuesday - chicken fajita nachos, hot dog, ONO beans, fiesta rice,
veggie tray w/ff nisch; Wednesday - Dominb's pizza, barbeque chicken
sandwich, chef salad, corn on the cob, blackeyed peas. cole slaw;
Thirsdsy - salisbury steak wfroll, corn dog, grilled chicken salad,
mashed potatoes w/gravy, green beans, carrots w/ff ranch; Friday hamburger/cheeseburger. fish sandwich, chef salad, broccoli w/cheese
sauce, french fries, veggie try w/ff ranch, sidekicks.

South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will host a
Pancake and Sausage Breakfast
on Saturday, March 21,from 810:30 a.m. The breakfast will be
prepared and served by the
youth and will include all-youcan-eat pancakes, sausage patties and a chink. The cost is
donation only. All proceeds will
go to the youth group to help
pay expenses for a United
Methodist Youth Conference
they will attend in June at
Orlando, Florida.

Praise and Worship
Night for Mason's
Chapel to be held
There will be a praise and
worship night on Saturday,
March 21, at 7 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium on the campus of
Murray State University. This is
a united non denominational
effort and fundraiser for the
rebuilding of Mason's Chapel
United Methodist Church after
the church suffered from vandalism and a fire. Love offerings
will be accepted. There will be
music with a live band and the
public is invited to attend.

Teachers in Rhode Island city
sue to observe Good Friday
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) — Teachers in
Cranston, Rhode Island, have filed a lawsuit
against the city's school department after their
requests to observe Good Friday were denied in a
move they say violated their civil rights.
About 200 teachers contacted the union to
report that they were being prevented from taking
the day off, although they had provided more than
the contractually required 24 hours' notice, said
Liz Larkin, president of the Cranston Teachers'
Alliance.
However, teachers' requests to observe the
Jewish holiday of Rosh Hashanah in the fall were
approved, Larkin said.
"That's my big concern here, is equity," Larkin
said.
School superintendent Judith Lundsten said in a
statement Tuesday that the teachers' contracts
specify they may take a holiday if they are
required to attend religious services during the
school day. Because Good Friday has "no required
services," Lundsten said, their requests were
denied.
Lundsten said requests to observe Rosh
Hashanah, on the other hand, were approved
because that holiday "does not allow work."
"From our perspective, this is about a calendar
that was agreed upon and passed by the school
committee nine months ago," she said.
The suit filed Monday is the latest legal battle
over religion in Cranston schools.
In January 2012, a federal judge ordered a
prayer banner at a Cranston high school removed
after the state chapter of the American Civil
Liberties Union sued on behalf of student Jessica
Ahlquist, an atheist. The judge's ruling that the
banner was unconstitutional set off a storm of criticism of Ahlquist. who received anonymous
threats and scorn from lawmakers.
Kevin Daley, the attorney representing the

union, said the teachers' collective bargaining
agreement allows them to take up to two days off
per school year to observe religious holidays.
Daley said the contract does not specify restrictions on religious observances.
"They can take them if there are required services that take place during the school day," Daley
said. "And Good Friday is regarded by Christians
as certainly the most solemn of days of the church
calendar."
The school committee voted in June to hold
classes on Yom Kippur, Rosh Hashanah and Good
Friday. Up until then, these holidays had been
observed by sChools in Cranston.
Larkin said she would like the committee to
reinstate the holidays.
"This is the first year in many in decades that
they have not been in the calendar," Larkin said.
But Lundsten said that the teachers negotiated
an increased hourly wage in exchange for giving
up certain paid holidays, including Good Friday.
Tim Ryan, executive president of the Rhode
Island Schools Superintendents Association, said
the school committee was trying to do the right
thing by rescinding the holidays, fitting more
school days into the calendar.
"We've had challenging weather," Ryan said.
"Every day is precious."
Good Friday is a "traditional holiday," Ryan
said, rather than an "official holiday."
Larkin said she is fascinated that the school
committee, which fought to keep the prayer banner up, would vote to rescind the religious holidays.
But Daley emphasized that the purpose of the
lawsuit isn't to reinstate the holidays.
"We're asking that my clients be permitted to
exercise their contractual rights by taking these
religious observation days," he said.
A hearing has been scheduled for March 30.
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Missouri House OKs protections for religious student groups
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo.(AP) — A proposal aimed at giving
religious student groups more control over their membership
requirements at Missouri public universities won easy passage
Thursday in the state House, despite concerns from opponents that
it could legalize discrimination.
The House passed the bill 117-38, sending it on to the Senate.
The measure prohibits public colleges from penalizing religious student groups for requiring members or leaders to adhere to the
group's religious beliefs or standards of conduct.
Supporters say universities in other states have targeted religious
groups under policies that require organization to accept any student
who wants to join, which often means the organizations being disband. Public universities in California and Tennessee have revoked
the official recognition for some religious student groups.

Rep. Elijah Haahr, R-Springfield, said policies requiring "all
comers" be accepted as members are popping up around the country.
"These policies are being used for one purpose. They are used to
target religious groups," Haahr said.
The bill would not allow universities to defund religious groups
for activities or policies that are part of a sincerely held religious
belief. Opponents say that has not happened in Missouri and that the
measure would allow religious groups to discriminate against people based on gender, race and sexual orientation.
The bill is "trying to tie our universities hands that do get state
dollars and forcing them to be discriminatory in their policies," said
Rep. Genise Montecillo, D-St. Louis.
I I ,„
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HYBRID OPERATING ROOM OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, March 21 — 8 am - 10 am
MCCH Outpatient Surgery Waiting Area
2 Floor - South Tower (located off the Vine Street entrance)

TOUR OUR AWARD WINNING
SURGICAL DEPARTMENT!

ADULT WELLNESS
SCREENINGS INCLUDES:

Interactive demonstrations featuring
surgical instruments,the HAM°
orthopedic table, a laparascopic and a
general surgery demonstration!
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(AP Photo/Brennan Linsley, file)
In this photograph taken Jan. 29, 2015, ordinance technicians use machines to process inert simulated chemical munitions
used for training at the Pueblo Chemical Depot, east of Pueblo, in southern Colorado. The United States is set to begin
destroying Wednesday, March 18, its largest remaining stockpile of chemical-laden artillery shells, a milestone in the global
campaign to eradicate a debilitating weapon that still creeps into modern wars.

US begins process of destroying
largest chemical weapons cache
By DAN ELLIOTT
four years to destroy the Pueblo stockpile.
Associated Press
Another 523 tons of mustard and deadly
DENVER (AP) — The U.S. Army began nerve agents are stored at Blue Grass Army
destroying the nation's largest remaining Depot in Kentucky. Blue Grass isn't expectstockpile of chemical weapons Wednesday, ed to start destroying its weapons until 2016
using explosives to rip open a container of or 2017,finishing in 2023.
mustard agent inside a sealed chamber and
The destruction- process is safe, officialsthen flooding it with another chemical to said.
neutralize it.
Most of Pueblo's stockpile will be dismanIt was the first few pounds of 2,600 tons of tled and neutralized in a highly automated
mustard agent that will be destroyed at $4.5 billion plant built at the depot.
Pueblo Chemical Depot in southern
About 1,400 damaged shells and a dozen
Colorado, most of it contained in about metal bottles of mustard agent are consid780,000 shells.
ered unsuitable for that plant. They'll be
"Everybody's really excited, but we're opened with explosives and neutralized in
being cautious, making sure all the proce- the sealed chamber, which sits inside an airdures are followed exactly." said Bruce tight structure near the larger automated
Huenefeld. manager of the first destruction plant.
process to get underway at the depot.
The metal bottles contain mustard that was
Mustard agent can maim or kill by damag- extracted from the shells for testing.
ing skin, the eyes and airways. It's being
A single bottle was the first container to be
destroyed under a 1997 international treaty opened and neutralized Wednesday. Crews
banning all chemical weapons. It will take were waiting for the neutralization to finish

before draining the chamber, rinsing it and
then removing the remains of the bottle.
Once all the bottles are destroyed, crews
will start work on the damaged shells, depot
spokesman Thomas Schultz said.
The automated plant isn't expected to
begin work until December or January.
Design and construction have taken years.
and final testing and training are underway.
Mustard agent is a thick liquid, not a gas
as commonly believed. It has no color and
almost no odor, but it got its name because
impurities made early versions smell like
mustard.
The U.S. acquired 30,600 tons of mustard
and nerve agents. but it never used them in
war. Nearly 90 percent of its original stockpile has already been destroyed, mostly by
incineration.
The depots in Colorado and Kentucky are
using chemical neutralization because residents and officials expressed concerns about
the vapor from incineration.

Islamic State claims responsibility for Tunisia attack
TUNIS. Tunisia (AP) — The
Islamic State group claimed responsibility Thursday for the attack that
killed 21 people at a museum. But
Tunisian authorities said the two
slain gunmen had no clear links to
extremists, and analysts said existing militant cells are merely being
inspired by the group, rather than
establishing its presence across
North Africa.
Police announced the arrest of
five people described as directly tied
to the two gunmen who opened fire
Wednesday at the National Bardo
Museum. Four others said to be sup-

porters of the cell also were arrested
in central Tunisia, not far from
where a group claiming allegiance
to al-Qaida's North African branch
has been active.
Tunisians stepped around trails of
blood and broken glass outside the
museum to rally in solidarity with
the 21 victims — most of them foreign tourists from cruise ships —
and with the country's fledgling
democracy. Marchers carried signs
saying, "No to terrorism," and
"Tunisia is bloodied but still standing."
In claiming responsibility for the

attack, the Islamic State group
issued a statement and audio on
jihadi vvebsites applauding the dead
gunmen as "knights" for their
"blessed invasion of one of the dens
of infidels and vice in Muslim
Tunisia."
Several well-armed groups in
neighboring and chaotic Libya have
already pledged their allegiance to
Islamic State based in Iraq and
Syria. but the attack of such magnitude in Tunisia — the only country
to emerge from the Arab Spring
uprisings with a functioning democracy — raised concern about the

spread of extremism to the rest of
North Africa.
Analysts cautioned against seeing
every such attack as evidence of a
well-organized, centrally controlled
entity spanning the Middle East,
saying instead that small groups
could merely be taking inspiration
from the high-profile militant group.

By ROD 1111cGUIRK
Associated Press
CANBERRA, Australia (AP) — Australia's gaffe-prone prime
minister publicly apologized Friday for comparing the opposition
party leader to German World War II-era propaganda minister
Joseph Goebbels — the second Nazi-related comment he has withdrawn in a month.
Tony Abbott told Parliament on Thursday that Labor Party leader
Bill Shorten was "the Dr. Goebbels of economic policy."
Abbott immediately said he withdrew the comment,as opposition
lawmakers yelled in protest.
Abbott said in a radio interview on Friday that the remark
"shouldn't have been said" and he apologized for it.
"I accept that in the context of history- and the way things developed, that was an over-the-top remark," Abbott told Australian
Broadcasting Corp. broadcaster Jon Faine, who is Jewish.
"All of us from time to time in the heat of debate — and you know
how heated the Parliament can get — sometimes go too far. I accept
that," Abbott said.
But Abbott added that at least 11 lawmakers from the Labor Party
had made similar references in the past, including Mark Dreyfus —
one of only three Jewish lawmakers in Parliament.
On Thursday, Speaker Bronwyn Bishop ordered Dreyfus out of
the House of Representatives for rising from his seat to angrily'
berate the prime minister.
Fellow Labor lawmaker Michael Danby, also Jewish, left the
chamber with Dreyfus in solidarity.
"There are no Nazis here and we shouldn't be making comparisons with the paradigm of the ultimate evil in politics to heighten
political differences," Danby told The Associated Press later.
"It's beneath him, and it goes to the question of his judgment. I
think a lot of his backbench will be groaning and tearing their hair
out," Danby added.
Dreyfus, who in 2011 described an Abbott political campaign in a
newspaper opinion piece as "Goebbellian." described Abbott's reference to the Nazi as inappropriate for a prime minister.
Assistant Treasurer Josh Frydenberg, a Jewish member of
Abbott's conservative Liberal Party, did not respond to a request for
comment.
Abbott last month apologized to Parliament for describing a 10
percent reduction in defense industry jobs under a former Labor
government as a "holocaust of jobs."

Obama drives ahead on climate
with government emissions cuts
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Barack Obama ordered the federal government on Thursday to cut its greenhouse gas emissions by nearly half over the
next decade, driving his climate change agenda forward despite percolating
challenges from Republican-led states.
By curtailing pollution within the U.S. government.Obarna sought to increase
political pressure on other nations to deal seriously with climate change. The
US.and other nations will soon announce how much they're willing to cut their
national emissions as part of a global climate treaty to be finalized in December,
scientists wam that if those pledges are too lax, the treaty could be too weak to
stop the worst effects of global warming.
"We thought it was important for us to lead by example," Obama said at the
Energy Department headquarters. where he toured a sprawling installation of
solar panels on the building's roof. "These are ambitious goals, but we know
they're achievable goals."
Under an executive artier signed by Obama,the government must cut its emissions of the heat-trapping gases blamed for global warming by 40 percent,compared to 2008 levels — a move the White House said could save taxpayers up
to $18 billion in electricity costs. Obama also directed agencies to ram up use
of renewable energy' so that within a decade, roughly one-third of the government's power consumption will come from sources like solar, wind and
hydropower.
Yet it was unclear how the government would meet those targets.
Already, Obama's administration has gone after most of the major sources of
U.S. greenhouse gas emissions, including cars and trucks, power plants,
methane from natural gas production and refrigerants. The administration was
also expected to release new rules for "fracking" — hydraulic fracturing for gas
or oil — on public lands as early as Friday.
Most of those regulations have faced intense opposition from the energy
industry and from Republicans — including Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell, who wrote the nation's 50 governors on Thursday urging them to
defy' Obarna's power plant rules by refusing to submit compliance plans to
Washington. In contrast. Obarna's order cutting emissions within the government elicited no immediate criticism.
Although the government is the largest US.energy consumer,it's responsible
for less than 1 percent of annual U.S. emissions — and a far smaller chunk of
emissions worldwide. Still, the Obama administration was betting that aggressive federal cuts would spur private industry and other nations to follow suit.
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• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines

MURRAY HOME El AUTO INC.
976 CHESTNUT ST

MURRAY

210-753-2571
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purchase. Regular account terms apply to non-promotional Purchases For new accounts, Purchase APR is 21.99%; Mmum Monthly
interest Charge'162 Existing cardholders should see their twit card agreement for their applicable tern's, Sublect to credit approval,
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Looking Back
Teo years ago
Senior cheerleader Nicole Darnall
is shown at the head of a formation
with teammates Kate Reeves,Addle
Rigsby and Camee Taylor during an
exhibition by the Murray High
School squad at Thursday's sendoff rally for their appearance in the
Big Apple Classic Nationals in New
York City this weekend. The squad
leaves for New York today.
With about 20 team captains now
on board to spearhead the effort, the
Big Brother, Big Sisters Ninth
Annual Buddy Campaign is well on
its way toward raising $20,000 that
will be used to provide hundreds of
children with adult mentors.
Mrs. Ruby Treas will be honored
at a reception in celebration of her
100th birthday on March 26.
Senior forward Trey Tindell and
head coach Terry Birdsong were
named the Kentucky Association of
Basketball Coaches' First Region
player and coach of the year,
respectively.
Dr. Steve Cobb. chair and professor of the physics and engineering
department at Murray State
University, was named the MSU
2005 Distinguished Professor.
Twenty years ago
Five Murray State University
cheerleaders remain hospitalized,
two in critical condition, following
a crash that occurred Saturday afternoon on Interstate 24 near Cadiz.
members of the
Fourteen
Calloway County High Speech
Team competed at the National
Forensic League District qualifier
held this past weekend at Thomas
More College in Crestview. Caleb
Brown qualified in the Senate of
Student Congress by placing first.
Andy Rose will have a third trip to
the national tournament, placing
first in the US extemporaneous
speaking. Andreas Resin placed
second in foreign extemp.
Primary students at Murray
Elementary
School, Amanda
Melton and Amanda Peebles, are
pictured as they use yarn to make
the shape of high and low notes in
their musical composition.

Thirty years ago
The proposed budget was
approved by the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board during a
special meeting after being presented by Stuart Poston, hospital administrator. One of the most significant
figures in the 15-page report was
the four percent across the board
pay raise for all hospital employees.
Pictured is Murray Mayor
Holmes Ellis presenting the key to
the city to Dr. Willis Johnson for his
six years of service to the city's
Human Rights Commission.
Mr. Dan C. Hutson of Murray,
was elected to the Board of
Directors of the TennesseeTombigbee Waterway Development
Council(TTWDC).
Forty years ago
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board authorized architects to go ahead with plans for an
addition to the hospital.
O.B. Boone, Jr. was presented a
plaque in recognition of his many
years of service to the youth in our
community by the Murray Optimist
Club. Boone is scoutmaster of Boy
Scout Troop 77.
Fifty years ago
Named as new directors of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce
were Gingles Wallis, Robert Perry.
Grayson McClure,Z.C. Enix and H.
Glenn Doran.
Mrs. G. B. Scott paid a special
tribute to Mrs. A.F. Doran at a meeting of the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
John Perfilio, Rotarian and member of the staff of the Murray
Division of Tappan, presented a
program at a meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Sixty years ago
PFC
Marine
Charles
B.
McCuiston, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Boyce McCuiston and Marine PFC
Carlos Black, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Carlos Black Sr., are now at
the Atomic Energy Commission
Proving Ground in Nevada,for the
latest series of atomic tests.

Casual remark cuts deeper
than what friend intended
DEAR ABBY: My wife,"Tina,"
was very hurt by a friend recently. Her friend "Sally" called her
"cheap" during a conversation
("she's cheap like you"). Sally
didn't intend it to be hurtful, just
an illustration -- but my wife is
very upset about it.
We use coupons when we grocery shop or
dine out; we
also
watch
our thermostats, recycle,
etc. On the
other hand,
we have sent
our children
to university
without loans,
our mortgage
is paid off, we
have traveled
By Abigail
extensively
Van Buren
and our net
worth is north of a million dollars with no debt. How do I make
Tina realize that Sally's comment
should not upset her so? -THRIFTY IN TEXAS
DEAR THRIFTY: What happened was unfortunate because
the problem may be that Sally
simply chose the wrong word.
What she probably meant was
that your wife is frugal. The difference between "frugal" and
"cheap" is that being frugal is a
VIRTUE. Because Sally hurt your
wife's feelings, Tina needs to tell
her how it made her feel so Sally
can apologize to her before it
causes a permanent rift.

Dear Abby

NINO

DEAR ABBY: I'm a teenage
girl who has a fantastic life, a
loving family, great grades in
school and a nice house. I have
a problem that seems to be taking over my life: I'm very anxious.
At first, it seemed I was just
a worrywart, but lately, it's been
nuts. I'm terrified someone in my
family is going to die and I worry
obsessively over it. I try to think
it's going to be all right, but my
anxiety just overtakes me.

I'm terrified of death and that
my parents or my siblings will
die tomorrow. I don't know who
to tell. My parents freak out over
the slightest thing. Please help
me. -- WORRYWART IN ARIZONA
DEAR WORRYWART: Many
young people harbor the same
fear you have. But because you
say your parents tend to "freak
out" at the slightest thing, I can't
help but wonder if a tendency
toward high anxiety runs in your
family..
Assuming that your family
members are in good health, your
preoccupation with the idea they
might suddenly die should be discussed with a licensed psychotherapist. Ideally, you should tell your
parents what's going on, but if
you're afraid to talk to them and
ask for help, then speak to a
counselor at school so the counselor can bring it to their attention.
00400

DEAR ABBY: How do you
politely refuse to hug or shake
someone's hand because of a medical issue that lowers your resistance to infection?
I had a stem cell transplant
18 months ago because of a recurrence of Hodgkin's lymphoma. I'm
now on a drug that keeps my
white blood count low. If I get
a fever, I could end up in the
hospital. I have been in remission for over a year and look
healthy.
I don't really care to get into
a long conversation about my
experience, but I don't want to
put myself at risk. How should I
handle this without appearing rude?
-- HOLDING BACK IN PENNSYLVANIA
HOLDING:
DEAR
Not
extending your hand should send
the message. However, if you are
pressed, tell a short version of
the truth, which would be, "I can't
do that because I have a medical
condition that prevents close contact."

Today in History

MOM

Newton died in ,London.
In 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte
returned to Paris after escaping
his exile on Elba, beginning his
"Hundred Days" rule.
In 1852, Harriet Beecher
Stowe's influential novel about
slavery. "Uncle Tom's Cabin," was
first published in book form after
being serialized.
In 1899, Martha M. Place of
Brooklyn, New York, became the
first woman to be executed in the
electric chair as she was put to
death at Sing Sing for the murder of her stepdaughter.
r

In 1933. the state of Florida
electrocuted Giuseppe Zangara for
shooting to death Chicago Mayor
Anton J. Cermak at a Miami event
attended
by
President-elect
Franklin D. Roosevelt, the presumed target, the previous February.
In 1969. John Lennon married
Yoko Ono in Gibraltar.
In 1974, Britain's Princess Anne
was the target of a kidnapping
attempt; the would-be abductor,
Ian Ball, was captured. Former
NBC News anchorman Chet Huntley, 62. died at his home.
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DEAR DOCTOR K:Two children in my daughter's day care
have hand, foot and mouth disease. How can I make sure my
daughter doesn't catch it?
DEAR READER: Hand, foot
and mouth disease is a common
illness caused by the Coxsackie
virus. The disease most often
affects infants and children younger
than 5 years.
The
illness usually
starts with a
fever.
The
child acts listless. A day or
two
later,
sores appear
around
or
inside
the
mouth
and
throat. If the
child is old
By
enough
to
Dr. Anthony
talk, he or she
Komaroff
is likely to
complain of mouth or throat pain.
Because of the sores in the mouth
and throat, the child also may
refuse to eat because it hurts.
Little red dots may appear on
the palms of the hands, soles of
the feet and buttocks. The fever,
sores and rash on the palms and
soles can last several days.
A child with hand, foot and
mouth disease is most contagious
during the first week of illness.
Coxsackie virus spreads very easily by touching and other close
contact. It is also spread through:
-- coughing or sneezing;
-- contact with feces (from diapers, for example);
-- contaminated objects and
surfaces (toys, cups or eating utensils).
The best way to avoid catching Coxsackie virus is to frequently wash hands with soap and
water. Your daughter's day care
likely has a policy about when
sick children should stay home
and when they can return to day
care. (And, presumably, they thoroughly clean their facility every

Dr. Komaroff

day.)
If your daughter does catch
the illness, there ai-e many things
you can do to help. For example:
-- Make sure your child gets
plenty of fluids to drink. Avoid
fluids that are acidic, like orange
juice,or salty foods.They can make
your child's mouth sores sting. Cool
or frozen liquids (like Popsicles)
work better than warm ones.
-- Give acetaminophen and/or
ibuprofen (never aspirin) for fever
and pain.
-- Talk to your doctor about
numbing medicines to help the
mouth pain, if sores are severe.
Most of the time, children with
hand, foot and mouth disease get
better without seeing the doctor.
But call the doctor if:
-- Your child has a high fever
(102 degrees or higher) that doesn't come down with ibuprofen or
acetaminophen. or any fever that
lasts more than three or four days.
-- Your child isn't drinking and
shows signs of dehydration. Signs
include:
*Dry mouth or no tears when
crying:
*Decreased urine (children
should urinate at least once every
six hours);
*Increased sleepiness or fussiness.
In the last few years, a new
species of Coxsackie virus and a
related virus called enterovirus
A71 have been identified in the
United States (and elsewhere).
These viruses can cause typical
hand, foot and mouth disease, at
first. But they can go on to cause
more serious disease. That makes
it more important to take your
daughter to the pediatrician if she
develops the more severe symptoms of hand, foot and mouth
disease that I mention above.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston, MA 02115.)
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A SOUND SOLUTION
Dear Heloise: Thanks for
the column about coping with
a pet's blindness. DOGS are
so adaptable! Our miniature
dachshund was in her teens when
she lost her hearing. Dogs usually are good at scrambling out
of the way.
When you have a small dog
who is not in your line of sight
and she can't hear you coming,
you might accidentally stumble on her. We put a
bell on her collar. Even though she couldn't hear
us, we could hear her and avoid an accident. Carolyn T., Orange, Calif.
Carolyn, thank you so much for sharing this
with my readers. Our beloved pets do get older
and have many age-related health issues, similar
to humans. They do adapt rather quickly and "just
get on with life," focusing on "Where is my chew
toy?" - Woof, woof, Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
STUBBORN STICKER
Dear Heloise: I recently purchased a used car
for my daughter. There is a bumper sticker from
the previous owner that we would like to remove.
Do you have any hints on how to remove a stubborn sticker? - Dan in Texas
•
Dan, sure do! There are a couple of methods
to use. First, heat the sticker by using a hair
dryer to warm and soften the adhesive. Start on
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one end and blow the hot air on one corner. Then
gently lift the edge and begin peeling the sticker.
Keep using the hair dryer as you go.
The second way is boiling water. Slowly pour
the boiling water over the bumper sticker to loosen
the adhesive. Again, begin lifting the sticker from
a corner. Gently peel the sticker and get more
boiling water as needed.
Once you remove the sticker, there still may be
some adhesive left. If this is the case, you can
remove the adhesive by spraying it with some prewash spray or lubricant and gently scrubbing. Be
careful not to scratch the paint! - Heloise
PS.: You can put a bumper sticker that you
like over the other one as a last resort.
TRAVEL HINT
Dear Heloise: One thing I made for my children was a hanging bag with 12 pockets. It holds
a coat hanger so that the bag could hang on the
back-seat coat hook in the car. Each pocket had
a toy or treat that the kids were allowed to have
each hour that we traveled. Simple items such as
sports cards, gum, stickers. etc., made the distance
seem shorter with the anticipation of what they
would find in the next pocket. - J. Garner, Abilene, Texas
RECEIPT FOR SHIPPING
Dear Heloise: I frequently sell things through
an online store. I take pictures of my receipts
from the post office whenever I ship something.
I send a copy of the receipt to the customer. I
always have a copy in case I lose the tracking
info, and the customer can be assured that I sent
the product. - HQ., via email
(c)2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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By the Associated Press
Today is Friday. March 20, the
79th day of 2015. There are 286
days left in the year. Spring arrives
at 6:45 p.m. EDT.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 20. 1995, in Tokyo,
12 people were killed, more than
5500 others sickened when packages containing the deadly chemical sarin were leaked on five
separate subway trains by Aum
Shinrikyo cult members.
On this date:
In 1727. physicist, mathematician and astronomer Sir Isaac
E3iTI.E31( Ei 1_13 C.
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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HELP Wanted Pt/Ft
Murray Sewing Center
knowledge of sewing.
942-A S 12th Street
Murray, KY
270-759-8400
IRVIN Cobb Resort has
immediate opening for
housekeeper.
Must
be
reliable.
Please call Susan
270-436-5811
SUSHI COOK,
GALL COOK AND
DISHWASHERS
Apply in person
between 2-4pm at
Jasmines

nirv rar

Car
MEDICAL CENTER
LAB TECH/PHLEBOMIST
Immediate opening for busy physician's office
laboratory seeking a Lab Tech/phlebotomist.
Degree Preference: MT (ASCP). Good
phlebotomy skills a must. Must be pleasant, self
motivated and capable of multi-tasking.
Applicants may apply online at
pnmarycareeverywhere.com/careers or in
person at 1000 S 12th Street, Murray.
Superintendent of Schools Vacancy
Calloway County Schools
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Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any sub,. -

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Fax:(270) 753-1927
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Call

EXPERIENCED brick
ayers (offering steady
work)
needed
in
Paducah. Call 270217-3530
INDEPENDENTLY
licensed outpatient
mental health
counselor
wanted
for hire at Bridges
Family Center. Fax
resume to 270761-3807 or entail
kcoffeltObrIdgesfasnilycenter.com

The Calloway County Board of Education (current ADM of 3,300 students, PS-12) is seeking
an individual to serve as Supenntendent of
Schools with the necessary skills and commIt4•:
merit to continue the district's successful movement, through its vision and mission, toward
achieving its academic and non-academic goals.
The candidate must demonstrate exemplary
instructional, management, communication and
organizational skills and be a team builder who
will be actively involved in the community while
maintaining a strong presence in the district by
being visible, available, and approachable.
Calloway County Schools consists of a preschool, three elementary schools, one middle
school, one high school, and an alternative
instructional facility. Candidates must hold or be
eligible for a Kentucky certification for School
Supenntendent Salary and benefits will be
regionally competitive and negotiable with the
contract to begin July 1, 2015. All applicants
must submit 8 copies of a cover letter, resume,
application, copy of certificate(s) and transcripts
as well as letters and recommendations/references to: Supenntendent Search Committee,
Calloway County Board of Education, P 0. Box
800, Murray, Kentucky 42071. For additional
information, please visit
www.calloway.kyschools.us. All applications must
be received by April 15, 2015. Calloway County
Schools is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
NIGHT bartender wanted 3-4 nights a week.
Shift.
time
Part
Experience is necessary. Apply in person at
641 Club. 731-2475794
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DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on ow classifieds
webpage at
murrayleclger.com.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
web-site, not all listings
on the iobnetwork.coce
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
HENRY Farmers CoOp is Hiring COL/Class
A Drivers, Apply at:
4075 US. HWY. 641
South, Murray KY
IMMEDIATE opening
for PT Housekeeper to
clean waterfront resort.
Weekends required.
270-436-2345

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & These
P.O. Bea 1040
Murray,KY 411071
Or call (270)763-101.6

Accepting
NOW
Applications for experienced full time teachers at Lily Pad Learning
Center. Please apply in
person. at 701 S 4th St.
Top Pay.
Experienced auto body
repairman. Part-tIme
must be willing to submit to random drug
testing. 731-335-274.8
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BUYING, BUYING, BUYINGt
i
t
E ecare
Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, batteries, and all aluminum

Lumber Company. Inc

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Employee Owned Company

Opening For:
Delivery Truck Drivers &
Warehouse Helpers
Heavy Lifting Required

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
Residential & Commercial
753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thank you for your business'

•Full-Time Position
'Health & Lite Insurance
'Paid Vacation & Holidays
•Employee Stock Ownership Plan
Pick up an Application at
Cole Lumber Company Inc.
500 South 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE'

HOMECARE PROGRAM
CASE MANAGER
The Purchase Area Development District is
seeking an individual to work with senior adults
ss a Case Manager in the Kentucky Homecare
program. The Homecare Case Manager is
responsible for assessrrierrabg -ori4Sirig case
management functions for olabir individuals living
within the eight counties rat-ffle Purchase District.
The ideal candidate will have a Bachelor's
Degree in Social Work or a related field or a
degree in nursing. Responsibilities include
assessing consumers for eligibility, contacting
consumers monthly by phone or in person, providing information and referral to consumers
regarding other services, working cooperatively
With partner agencies, adhering to the policy and
procedure requirements of the program, and
completing all necessary paperwork required.
etc.
Skills needed include excellent verbal and written communication, self-direction and excellent
organizational skills, efficiency and attention to
detail, and the ability to relate appropriately to
consumers and other professionals. Experience
with the population served or case management
expenence is a plus. The PAM)offers an
attractive compensation program and is an
EOE/AA/ADA employer. Send cover letter and
resume to PADD, Attn: Human Services
Director, PO Box 588, Mayfield, KY 42066.

e

Full-time Job vacancies at Paducah Campus
Maintenance Technician I S9.55/hr
Apply online & view additional details at
tineMMUrrantigEtQl21COM
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply,
Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity, WFM, AA employer.

Responsibilities include helping seniors access
and/or understand public benefits, including the
Medicare Part D Prescription Drug program and
working closely with senior centers to provide
technical assistance and support as well as quality assurance.
Other duties include arranging educational
opportunities, performing outreach activities, and
overall aging program management support.
Skills required include excellent verbal and written communication, ability to work well with
diverse populations, initiative and self-direction,
excellent organizational skills, experience in
Microsoft Word applications and knowledge of
senior and/or disability services.
Applicant must have a minimum of a bachelor's
degree in Social Work, Gerontology, Psychology,
Sociology or a field relevant to geriatrics and two
years of related experience with the applicable
populations and services.
The PADD otters an attractive compensation
program. Send cover letter and resume to
PADD, At
Human Services Director. PO Box
588, Mayfield, KY 42066. The PADD is an
EOE/AA/ADA employer. Position will remain
open until filled.

Sassy Girl's
Antiques & Collectibles
4917 State Route 121 North
Murray, KY
sassygir1s7570gmail.com

060
Help Warned
ROTECH Healthcare
in Murray, KY is seekng full time Patient
Care Coordinators to
join our Sleep Central
teams. We are looking
for candidates with
good customer service,
computer, and phone
skills. Applications can
be picked up at our
officeMonday-Fnday at
104
Max
Hurt
Drive, Murray, KY from
8:00am-5:00pm
or
resumes
can
be
emailed
to kelly.regan0rotech.
com EOE/MF/Protecte
d Veterans/Disabled.
WILLOW Pond
Restaurant in Aurora
NOW hiring Apply in
Person Fnday- Sunday
4-8pm NO phone calls
please.
Want to Buy
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633
CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERASTOVES,
TORS,
HEATERS, AIR CONDITIONERS,
CARPETING, ETC 270753-4109
Wanted Riding
Mowers that need work
270-436-5262

1X1
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY *75.00
PER NONTR.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(270) 753-1916.

SHIP and SENIOR CENTER COORDINATOR
The Purchase Area Development District (PADD)
Is seeking a qualified individual for the position of
Coordinator for State Health Insurance
Assistance Program (SHIP) and Senior Center
Services. This position is responsible for all
requirements of the SHIP program and services
contracted to Senior Citizen Centers.

Dr. Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th
Murray
'yep/asses
fiConkscits
759-2500
*Eye Disease
murrayeyecare.com

Call NICKI PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

MURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY

Specialties

Articles
For We
Wheel
5th
35ft
Montana
2013 Fully loaded. 3
slides, hydraulic auto
leveling
Call 270-978-3519

Appiences

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANC ES
WARD &K INS

605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
150
Home Furnngs
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver

2BR on lAcre lot, new
carpet, freshly painted,
very clean. NO Pets.
400month/400deposit
Call 270-623-6314
270-978-6492

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath,
Nice Remodel, 1 Year
lease,
pets,
NO
$65orent $650dep
270-293-6430
2BR, 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
furnished.
water
$650/month. 104 Park
St.753-2225.

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
IBR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Dulguld Drive
TDD 14100-545-11133 est 2S3
Th. ,*OflhiLtio$ t, egra
.16
Cr ,3 t1,1111111 p,maler
and aripaner
28R, Apts & Duplexes
Avail. through
Coleman RE.
Contact our office for
more info. 270-7539898

All cabinets white, adjustable shelves.
To be removed by buyer. Counter top
is light-grey speckled Conan.
Sink is double built-in Conan.
Backsplash black-white-grey.
Also have Sub-Zero
Refrigerator/Freezer with cabinet
panels. Call 270 293 9240

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-4928211
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO 5 711
VERY nice 4BR, 2BA,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

Houses For Rent
2 or 38R Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent.com
/properties
3 BR 2 BA brick house
with garage located at
910 Coldwater Rd
$975/mo. Call 270753-2225
For Rent 3BR, 2BA
Handicap
access,
5550per month
270354-6382
3BR furnished lake
home. No pets.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
Very nice 38R home.
Appliances and carport.
No
pets.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

IF:Z1

FOR sale or rent lmi
East large brick, full
basement on 4ac.
Barn, city water and
gas. 270-978-0270
FOR sale or rent
3 Bed 2 bath brick,
sunroorn, basement on
70ac all under fence w/
barn 270-978-0270

li
Cori F
inurical
l Prop. For Rent
1600
Ft
Sq
Commercial Property
1625 State RI 121N
Oki Festive Touch Bldg
270-753-9479
Ask for Debbie Mac
Pets & Supplies
Obedience.
DOG
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858

Hay for sale
270-753-1287

Pubk Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

Murray Ledger & Time' Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
subtect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise arty preference, limitation or chscrunutabon based on race, color, reliOM sex, handicap, famihal itsJ&L RENTALS
or national ongm, or intenMINI-S1'ORAGg
tion to make any such ?referlimitations or discnminaents&
720 S.4M St
hon.
Favor 121 S. & Giesdalx State laws forbid disainunation
in the sale, rental or advertising
10Xle's & 1011S's
of real estate based on factors m
addition to those protected
(270)4364524
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising tor real estate whia
is not in violation of the law All
am hereby informed
dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opporturaty bass
For further assistance with Farr
PREMIER
Housing Advertising requireMINISTORAGE
ments, contact NAA Counsel
.Inside climate control Rene P Milan.(703)M5-1000
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
0.41.
WOO.
'We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6286
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a m. - 4 ELM. M-F

Siesti =

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-8012

CLASSIFIEDS
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Murray Ledger & limes
Murray

Se°
Hanes For Sals

illg

iaa For Sale

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
RiverlIeld Estates
SI3G Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Services Offered

Services Offered

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING

csA F

Awesome
4 Planed Neese*

BMW,ClY•Cli Doubie-ground

Convenient In town
location t
Hours Toe-Fn 8-4 Sat a.

Perlin
am Individually at

tops h
II
4
-227-4814
270-227-481
270

All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

Maley 512 S ath St
Landscapes

27045.4338

house. Country Home
old
2/YR
School 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath,
Southwest
144 Lee Burd Rd,
District
2980 Heated Sq ft 4 Benton KY needs a litbedroom 2 5 bath 8 tie work, on 1 Acre lot.
17,000 or best offer.
Acres
270-226-5451
270-853-1999
•

(270)293-8686

itedite

KENTUCKYLAKE

REMODEL1NG.COM
-Home improvements
19ath & KlIti70,7

CONSTINCTI111

Drywall, Painting
Plumbing, Floonng, Decks

NEW CONSTRUCTION!

*Additions
*Remodeling
*Complete Masonry

2 Bedroom Home, Excellent outdoor area, Hardwood
floors and granite counter tops, Bonus Room, Only
15 =twits from tour n and seconds from shore of KY
Lake, S153,000

*Insular/.Sr Discount
"cree Estimates
Wember 01Angles bst

270-436-5959

(270)293-1 421
(270)293-1 753

Green Construction Services
270-978-0559 •jiireengcs@smail.com

Lawncare &
PowerwashIng
•Handyman Services
•Yard Work

270-293-3088

Home Repairs

K&B Lawn Mowing
Mulching.
Service.
Brian. Free estimates.
436-5430 293-2849

480
Au Pets

Services Offered

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales.com
270-753-4461

Conceptis SudoKu

David 270-227-1106
AiShincOas Hand Nati&

7

out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

32

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

Well Drilling

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

Free Estimates
Specials
Licensed & Insured

1,20

*Removal
*Stump Grinding

270-293-4406

*Firewood

Hill Appliance
Repair

*Insured

Serving
West Kentucky

(270) 489-2839

Jason Hill
(270)226-0194

\til I

HALL'S

SPRIM.CI IAN Li

Services Offered

*Trimming

Chris Tucker

270-293-4020

7
Cdaligt
Gallimor• Electrical Contractors, LLC

Gallirnore
Electrical Contractors,LLC
lodssa1al/Cumercial/18018•1al
MIAS C.liallbsero
WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

(270) 759-0890

MANACI MI 'N. I
•weekly & special plc
• locally owned/operated

Free t.•!•timaitt.•-•
(-all 1<v% Itt It

Garage and
Yard Sale Directory

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

w

I

762 Haskins Ln
(Right off HWY 80 In coidwater)

GARLANt
RENTAL

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

Sat & Sun
7am-?

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

MINI
SITCO_LR_AGE
11111111111
Trth-z—e-dnits

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

24ff Surveillance • Electricity
Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

Roofing

354 2

6

7

Ditticu ty Level ****

We//Pump Service
Residential &
Agricultural

ON BEA

270-293-1924

1 5
68
8 7
59
32

8

•Lcensed &
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean

;

94

DdlinAlc lscl *CC

1
Irrigation

3
7
2
4
6
1

52 1
1 876
2 8 1 7,6 59 4 3

8
9

18

"If you've got It we can store If

Pr;),

3

1
4

A.G.S. Well &

5 1 2 87,6
46892 3
7 3 9 511 4
6 2 3 1 59
i
1 47
8 9 5 64 7
9 7 6 4.38

,3

9
6

& DEBRIS REMOVAL

MCCUISTON
ROOFING

Answer to previous pilule

6

A-1 Lamb Tree Pro.
Lic/Ins. 270-753-Tree
(8733)

Ii Al RiAtrivAi

Zach 270-8734/U0

731-247-5422
-2643
Call 753-5606 270-293

2

61

8

3

www.hillelectnc.com

2777-759-1799
Your Hometown source
for Quality Tempco
Replacement WInclows

203 N. 6th St. Murray KY

Experience

mounted

By Dave Green

5

753-9562

Miff

Will Do Insurance Work
Visa a MasterCard Accepted

14, 15 16 inch
Starting at S20

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

CLEAN CUT
AR'
1..\‘\

Over 28 Years

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

USED TIRES

ML Garage Doors.
repair,
Installation,
maintenance on doors
and operators. 270293-2357

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

David's Home
Improvement
Lic

Hill Electric

SUDOKU

Services available

Licensed & Insured
References Upon Rogues

•Gutters Cleaned

Gary 270-227-0420

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

based on a 9x9 grid with
Sudoku is a number-piecing puzzle to place the minters 1 to
severe' gkven numbers The abort is
each column and each
9 in the empty 'wares so that each rOw once The difficulty lave
only
33 box contaire the same number from
Monday to Sunday
of the Conclaves Sucioku ricreases

812 Whttnell Ave.

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

Women's, Men's & Children's
clothing, household items, boutique items, and much more
•

Call Nicki To Place Your
Yard Sale Ad Here.
270-753-1916

270-753-2905

Protecting your house like
it is our house!

A

Public Sale

410

410

410

410

Public Sale

Public Sale

Public Sale

Saturday, March 21th •9:00 AM
Sunday, March 22nd• 1:00 PM
1501 121 North, Murray KY (National Guard Armory)
BIG 2 DAY ESTATE AUCTIONlilll
Sunday,
Estate Sale - Dr. and Mrs. A.H. Kopperud - Saturday, March 21st, 2015 at 9:00 a.m. & Murray
North,
March 22nd, 2015 at 1:00 p.m. at The National Guard Armory, 1501 Highway 121
KY - Tommy Chavis, Auctioneer www.chavisauctions.com
and Cloisonné.
Lots of fine antique furniture, accessories and collectibles including glassware, china,
lamps.
Fancy large mirrored dining room buffet, vintage couches, loveseats, chairs, tables and 28-drawoak
Walnut Hall Tree, marble-top tables, library table, old shoe shine stand with chair, large
cash register
er clothing store display cabinet (from Wallerstein's in Paducah), pump organ, 1919
store hanging lamp
from Mayfield, KY, small safe, floor lamps, hanging light fixtures, brass country
stained glass, old
with metal shade, rockers, oriental mother of pearl inlaid table, wood door with
spinning
pedestal sink, wood butter chum, wicker porch furniture and wicker floor lamp, antique chairs, old
wheel and flax wheel, wood stand tabletop shaving mirror, crocks, wooded double folding
quilts, linens, tapestries, antique ceiling fan, oriental rugs, and more.
Zenda, Audra Clark,
Oil and watercolor paintings by Knounce, June Daphney, Edward Soto (1934),
more.
Mane Kress, M. Shaw (1924), Marie Holton, Kathy Dowdy, Mildred Jackson and
Robert Powell,
Prints by Norman Rockwell. J.C. Goodman, Ray Harm, Albert Earl Gilbert, Morehead,
Rhonda McEnroe, and more.
crank case, barber
Vintage telephone light, brass handheld candlestick telephone with burl-walnut
Train Set with
pole, mink coats, pine antique doll trunk, colorful Indian prints, Rare Pullman Lionel
old 1950's comics,
original boxes from early 1950's, tracks, other train items, another train set, many
stereos and tape
movie posters, many books and records from 1930's, 40's and 50's, old radios,
Scout accesrecorder, speakers, old cameras, 13" TV, Cub Scout uniform with canteen and other
cane, other walksories, WWII Army backpack, tall brass candle holders, theatre advertising, sword
ing canes, many advertising signs. and much more.
jug, Potter Town jug,
Murray items: A.B. Beale and Son jug. Sexton Brothers jug, Sexton Farley
School annuals and newsGolden Pond jug, Murray High School desk from study hall, Murray High
jeweler sign, movie
papers from 1950's, local newspapers and news articles from 1950's, H.B. Bailey Calendar,'Bosco'
Metal
posters from Varsity, Capitol, and Murray Drive-In theatres, J.H. Churchill
Lassiter's Pool Hall, and
Amos and Andy pool table game board and pool sticks from Price (Spider)
more.
basketball and footSports and game items: Baseball uniforms (Spalding and Rawlings), baseball, reels and lures, toys
rods,
including
supplies
fishing
boxes,
tackle
table,
pool
small
memorabilia,
ball
Red Rider BB gun,
and games, child's sewing machine, children's books from the 40's and 50's,
child's wheelbarrow, toy
archery bows, antique toy wood fence, Chinese checker game, Erector set,
pirate chest/bank, and much more.
newspapers from 1840's
Paper Memorabilia: Framed 1837 deed signed by Kentucky governor, old
books, many magazines
and 1870's, 1948 Presidential candidate poster, many old post cards and
and Life, Numismatic
from the 50's and 60's, National Geographic, Travel, Fishing, Playboy, Look
Scrapbook.
fancy hats with boxes, old
Miscellaneous: Large commercial fan, old Underwood typewriter, lady's
fence, WWI field officer's
Chnstmas decorations and Santa's from the 1950's. section of wood picket porch swing, and much
chair, old tools, actor-autographed Superman movie poster, oak 1 person
more.
Chavis Real Estate & Auction
On-Line'
Over 300 Pictures

CHAVIS

SEAL ESTATE 8 AUCTION
304 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KY 42071
Office: 270-761-SALE (7253) or Cell: 270-705-4479
Tommy Chavis • Broker/Auctioneer

www.chavisauctions.com

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, March 21,
2015:
This year you often weaken your assets by pushing yourself too hard. You might want to spend
some time realizing a new talent. You also will
want to learn more about an investment. You have
a strong intuitive sense that takes you down many
paths. Creativity, energy and enthusiasm are your
strong suits -- use them well. If you are single,
you might have met someone recently or you will
meet someone in the near future whom you find to
be quite intriguing. Get to know this person better.
If you are attached, the two of you express an
unusual enjoyment of just being together. This
could be a very special year for both of you. A fellow ARIES is even more hot-tempered than you
are!
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Anti! 19)
**** You have a choice as to how you display

your energy. You'll be a whirlwind of activity, and
you might get so much done that you could surprise yourself. A boss or parent could trigger your
temper, but try your best to keep it together.
Tonight: Dance the night away.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might want some time for yourself.
Reflect on the possibilities at hand. First, you'll
need to admit to yourself that you need a break
from the here and now. Find out why you're feeling
this way, and then seek out a solution. Tonight:
Play it low-key.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You like to be with friends and having
fun, so make it happen. Allow Lady Luck to land on
your shoulder, even if you are concerned with
other matters. A friend might push you so hard that
you'll need to put a stop to what is happening.
Tonight: Follow the fun.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You could be exhausted from someone
else's demands. Be willing to ask for what you
need, too. Give yourself plenty of time to think
through your options. Your knee-jerk response
might not be the best course of action. Honor your
boundaries. Tonight: Be noticed.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Reach out to a new friend or someone
else you can be real with. Many people expect a
lot from you, whether it is to make them laugh or
tell them great stories. You can't always be charming or entertaining. Tonight: Take off for a concert
or movie.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You could be delighted by the attention

you get from a key person in your life. One-on-one
relating keeps the emotional waters at bay. You
might be a little more likely to take a risk than you
usually are. Tonight: Go along with another person's suggestion.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You are ready for a change, and you're
likely to make it happen. Others seem most friendly and will invite you to join them. Don't be coerced
by others. Say 'yes only if you want to. Deal with
an important matter in the afternoon. Tonight
Forget restraint.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Pace yourself. Whatever your plans are,
there seems to be an element of the unexpected
involved. An older relative could make an important request. You might surprise yourself with how
much of a good time you are likely to have.
Tonight: A must appearance.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You could be taken aback by a child or
loved one's unexpected warm reception. You
might wonder whether you realty want to join in on
the diversity and outside-the-box fun happening
around you. Let go, and you'll be glad you did.
Tonight: And the party goes on.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Sometimes you can be very chatty, and
today is an excellent example. You might question
where someone is coming from. Why not just let
go of all the intemalizing and follow your instincts?
The results could be quite spectacular.. Tonight:
Where your friends are.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Remain sensitive to your budget. Before
you make a purchase for you or your home, do
some intense price comparison. You might see an
alternative or decide to wait. Trust your decisionmaking ability. Tonight: Time with a family member.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might feel awkward when relating to
someone who is a fire or air sign. Remain open to
ideas that are somewhat foreign, and use caution
and self-discipline when it comes to frivolous
spending. You have a tendency to go overtioard!
Tonight: Let someone rein you in.
BORN TODAY
Actor Matthew Broderick (1962), actor Gary
Oldman (1958), talk-show host Rosie O'Donnell

iv

R,

•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at
www.iacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Please support the
United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County
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Call NICKI Today
to add COLOR
to your AD.
270-753-1916
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EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
Calloway County's Parker Adams(middle) led the Lakers with 31 points, including 18-for-23 from the foul line, to sink the Patriots 73-68 in double overtime Thursday night.

Lakers weather Mr.Basketball in 20T
to beat Knott County Central 73-68
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Lead Sports Writer
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EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
Calloway County's Connor Wagner (left) hit the game-tying three in
regulation to make it 54-54 to send It to the first overtime period.

MSU SOFTBALL

Racers travel to Belmont, host Tennessee State
CheyAnne Gaskey.
In game two, Murray State survived
The Racers will continue OVC play eight walks and left nine 'Cats stranded,
but could not convert on any of its eight
with their annual split weekend.
Saturday, Murray State travels to base runners and was ultimately edged
Nashville, Tennessee, to play Belmont, out. Mason Robinson took a no-hitter into
then returns home Sunday to host the fifth inning and finished the game
with seven strikeouts in a complete game
Tennessee State.
Saturday's doubleheader is scheduled performance.
Series History vs. Belmont
for a noon start, while Sunday's will
Murray State will head into Saturday's
begin at 1 p.m.
doubleheader holding a 8-2 advantage in
Last Time Out
The Racers gave 13th-ranked Kentucky the series.
The Racers swept last season's doubleall it wanted Tuesday, but was ultimately
swept in the doubleheader,5-2 and 1 -0. In header in Murray, but split the last time
game one, UK used three home runs to the two teams met in Nashville in 2013.
power past the Racers, despite a gutsy MSU is 2-2 all-time at E.S. Rose Park,
by splitting pairs of games in 2010 and 2013.
performance
seven-strikeout
STAFF REPORT

Internet at
Icons Inc

Iport the
Way

illoway
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LEXINGTON, Ky. — Paired up
against the 14th Region Champions of
Knott County Central (30-3), head
coach Terry Birdsong and his Calloway
County Lakers (30-3) knew all week
they would have to be at their very best
in order to advance to today's Elite 8 Of
the
KHSAA
State
Basketball
Championship.
The Patriots had Mr. Basketball in
Vanderbilt-commit Camron Justice, a
stifling defense and a host of similar
traits that mirrored Calloway County's
school-best season.
But the Lakers, much like they have
this entire year, never wavered down
the stretch,
KABC Region 1 Player of the Year

Parker Adams finished with 31 points; quarters, Calloway County took a comConnor Wagner hit the game-tying manding 43-33 lead early in the fourth
three near the end of regulation — and quarter behind a 15-2 run.
the Lakers weathered Justice's 39
Justice — who finished 14-of-25 from
points and double-overtime to beat the the floor — countered with a personal 8Patriots 73-68 in Rupp Arena Thursday 0 run, while back-to-back layups from
night.
forward Evan Hall tightened the Lakers
It was the first state tournament win grip, 47-45.
in Laker history, and one that will never
A triple from Justice deep behind the
be forgotten by the Calloway County arc reclaimed the lead for the Patriots,
faithful.
50-49, but Adams — who finished 6-for"Wow, what a game.- Birdsong said 13 from the floor and 18-for-23 from
following the dramatic win. "We felt the charity stripe — hit a clutch jumper
like coming into this game, when we to reclaim a 51-50 lead for the Lakers.
Austin Combs nabbed the lead back
were preparing, that we matched up
pretty well with them. We've both won for the Patriots with a slicing layup
a lot of games, played a tough schedule. before back-to-back misses from Skyler
"We bent a lot, but we didn't break, Hunter and Adams could have closed
and we've got some good guys who the door on the Lakers' hopes — especially after Justice sank both freebies on
hung tough. But, heck of a ballgame."
A see-saw battle for the first three
U See LAKERS, 14

Scouting The Bruins
Belmont enters Saturday at 5-16 overall
after dropping a doubleheader at
Memphis Tuesday. In OVC play, Belmont
is 0-2 after losing both games on opening
weekend to Eastern Kentucky. The Bruins
currently hit .224 as a team and have a
7.75 staff ERA in the circle.
Kat Hollingsworth leads the Bruins at
the plate with a .333 average to go along
with a team-high of 12 runs, 18 hits, 13
RBIs and five doubles. Taylor Moon has
served as Belmont's ace this season and
has a 2-10 record, a 5.30 ERA and a teamhigh 38 strikeouts.
Series History vs. Tennessee State
The Racers are 9-2 all-time against
ai See RACERS, 14

RYAN RICHARDSON / Ledger & Times
Murray State's Haven Campbell prepares to deliver a
pitch In against Kentucky In Tuesday's 1-0 loss.
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Tennis teams make weekend road trips through Illinois
WOMEN'S TEAM
qThe Murray State women's tennis team will meet the conference's top teams during a weekend road swing.
The
Racers
face
SIU
Edwardsville today at noon and
Eastern Illinois on Saturday. The
three teams sit atop the conference standings.
Earlier this week, Murray State
swept both Southeast Missouri
and Austin Peay in to begin conference play.
Sly Edwardsville has started
the season 2-0 in the OVC with
sweeps over Belmont and
Tennessee State. The Cougars are
currently on a two-match win
streak. Lexi Aranda was named
OVC female athlete of the week
for her efforts in the conference

sweeps.
Flich-rn Illinois started 1-0 with
a 5-0 win over Tennessee State.
The Panthers face Austin Peay
today before hosting Murray
State. The Panthers have a fourmatch winning streak going into
the match against the Lady Goys.
MEN'S TEAM
The men begin their road trip at
10 a.m. Saturday at Eastern
Illinois Saturday, followed by a
Sunday
match
with SIU
Edwardsville.
Murray State began its conference season with a 6-1 loss to
Austin Peay at home.
Eastern Illinois started its conference season with a 5-1 win
over Tennessee State.
SIU Edwardsville split in its
season openers, with a loss to
RYAN RICHARDSON I Ledger & Tunes
Belmont and win over Tennessee Murray State's Andrea Eskauriatza returns a volley
in her
State.
win Tuesday over an Austin Peay opponent.

KENTUCKY WILDCATS

Kentucky hammers
Hampton 79-56

Racers open
home slate
against APSU

By GARY B. GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Karl-Anthony
Towns bounced back from a mini-slump with 21
points and 11 rebounds, Andrew Harrison added
14 points and No. 1 Kentucky rolled to a 79-56
win over 16th-seeded Hampton Thursday night in
its NCAA Tournament opener.
Limited by foul trouble the past two games, the
6-foot-11 Towns was forceful all night in helping
the unbeaten Wildcats (35-0) cruise to the site's
most lopsided outcome of the day after three 1point finishes at the KFC Yum! Center.
Trey Lyles added 10 points and six rebounds,
Tyler Ulis scored 11 and Willie Cauley-Stein
grabbed 11 rebounds for the Wildcats, who face
Cincinnati on Saturday.
Hampton's Quinton Chievous shook off an ankle
injury sustained in Tuesday's First Four upset of
Manhattan to score 22 points with 10 rebounds,
but the Pirates (17-18) were no match for
Kentucky after the first 10 minutes and trailed by
as many as 35 midway through the second half.
Hampton shot just 29 percent from the field.
Though Kentucky had just three days of rest
before beginning the final phase of its quest to
become the program's first unbeaten national
champions,the Wildcats benefited from having to
travel just 85 miles west for their tournament
opener. The home court of in-state archrival
Louisville has served them well in the tournament,
providing the launching point for their last NCAA
title in 2012.
Kentucky had an arena full of blue-clad fans
loudly cheering for more good fortune. Big Blue
Nation was also patient, waiting through an overtime warmup between Cincinnati and Purdue

MSU BASEBALL

TIMOTHY D. EASLEY / AP photo
Kentucky head coach John Cal(pad, left,
talks to Kentucky's Andrew Harrison during the game against Hampton Thursday.
before the game finally started at 10:19 p.m. ET.
The late, late tipoff might explain why the
Wildcats were a step slow getting started against
the Pirates, who faced long odds against Kentucky
despite surpassing expectations with Tuesday
night's wire-to-wire win over Manhattan in the
First Four game at Dayton.
Hampton made things intriguing for a few minutes with a 4-3 lead and a later a 9-all tie that
pleased its contingent of fans. Kentucky took
charge from there, gaining its first double-digit
lead with about six minutes left in the first half and
didn't look back.
A 21-8 run over the final 7 1/2 minutes provided
a 41-22 halftime lead for Kentucky. Towns
exploited the smaller Pirates for several power
moves. He finished 8 of 12 from the field and 5 of
6 from the line after combining for 16 points and
10 rebounds the past two games.

The Racers finally get to open
their 2015 home slate this weekend in a three-game set against
rival Austin Peay.
The Racers swept all three
games against the Governors
last season in Clarksville,
Tennessee. Prior to that, APSU
had won five consecutive games
in the series. Murray State is 5233 all-time at home against the
Governors.
Scouting Austin Peay
The Governors are led by
Garrett Copeland and Alex
Robles, who are both hitting
.339 on the season. APSU has
five players hitting .317 or better
on the season. Robles leads the
team with 17 RBIs, while
Copeland leads the squad with
17 runs scored.
Robles is also one of Austin
Pears begtriitchers this season,
as he is"ffed for the team lead
with two saves and has a 3.80
ERA while making six appearances and three starts on the
mound.
Caleb Powell leads the
Governors with three wins this
season, while Jared Carkuffs
27.1 innings pitched leads the
squad.
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray KY • 753-3415
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Lakers...
From Page 13
drew the Lakers within one, 68the 1-and-1 put Knott County up 67.
54-51.
Justice fouled out on the
Wagner,
however,
was inbound, and sixth-man Hunter
undaunted - burying a three Smith drilled two free throws
from the right elbow to send it to for a 69-68 lead.
overtime.
Saving for the last shot, Knott
"I was just trying to make up County missed four consecutive
for the first half," Wagner admit- offensive rebound putbacks to
ted postgame. "I had three open win the game, and Smotherman
looks in the first half that 1 came down with the final
missed, and! knew coming out rebound and foul - where he
in the second half that I was sunk both.
going to get some open looks. I
A Carter steal and two more
kept shooting with confidence, freebies from Adams iced the
and 1 knew 1 would get another win.
open look."
"It's just a joy," Birdsong
The Lakers took a 60-56 lead said. "This is the fifth tournain the first overtime following a ment that we have been in this
steal and four consecutive free- year. These guys have been in a
bies from Clay Smotherman, but lot of big games. We just hung in
Justice answered with a three there. We started five seniors,
from the left elbow to cut the they started five seniors, and we
Laker lead, 60-59, with 51 sec- just had seniors making plays."
onds remaining.
With the victory, the Lakers
Adams and Smotherman will face the Bowling Green
would combine to go 3-for-4 Purples tonight at 8 p.m. EST from the charity stripe, but two who beat Elliott County 86-44
more quick layups from Justice in first-round action Thursday
sent the game to a second over- night.
time.
NOTE:: After starting 8-for"We never felt out of it," 14 from tt free throw line,
Justice said after the loss."What Calloway County added 24-fordid we go down, 10? Even at 30 from the charity stripe to finthat point, we didn't feel like ish 32-of-42 for the game.
that was the end. We just wanted
Smotherman finished with
to fight back and live to see seven points (all OT free
another day.
throws), six rebounds and five
"Unfortunately, it just didn't assists, Wagner finished with 13
happen."
points, Carter had nine, Hunter
It was in the second - and had five and Smith had eight for
final - overtime in which the the Lakers.
Lakers would pull away for
Justice is now the third-leadgood. The Patriots took a 68-65 ing scorer in Kentucky boy's
lead on a corner three from Isaac basketball history with more
Caudill, but Wade Carter's layup than 3,500 points.

•Racers...
From Page 13
Tennessee State and have won
each of the last three games in
the series, including both
games of last season's doubleheader in Nashville. On
Sunday, the Tigers will make
their first visit to Murray since
2013, when they split with the
Racers, giving MSU a 3-1
advantage.
Scouting The Tigers
Tennessee State is coming
off of a doubleheader loss at
home
Wednesday
to
Lipscomb. giving them an
overall record of 8-15 heading
into the weekend. Last weekend, the Tigers won just one
game in their OVC opening
series against Tennessee Tech,
giving them a 1-2 mark in
league play.
Kailey
Richard
and
Courtney GeraIds currently
lead TSU with batting averages of .333 and .325, respectively. Richard leads the team
in RBIs with 12, while GeraIds
leads in runs at 14. TSU is currently hitting .281 as a team
and has a team ERA of 6.26.
In the circle, Taylor Green
has been the go-to this season,
logging a 5-6 record with a
7.91 ERA and a team-high 32
strikeouts.
Double Up
Through 22 games, Murray
State has already turned 19
double plays for an average of
0.86 per game. and the team
currently leads the nation in
that category. The Racers
turned just 16 in all of last season, and the most they have
ever turned is 20 in 2012.
Next Up
The Racers step away from
OVC action to host a single
game March 24 with regional
foe Southern Illinois. First
pitch is scheduled for 4 p.m. at
Racer Field.
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THANK YOU
To everyone who attended and/or contributed to
the recent Benefit for the Carter Family:
Your support and generosity is appreciated more than you
can ever know. Thank you from the bottom of our hearts.
The Carter Family
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Jane Doe
On what would have been your 60th
anniversary, and every day, we cherish
our memories of you.
Love, Steve and Joan

$79

Even though five years have gone by, you are still
remembered - because we still love you and miss you.
Sadly missed by your children
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